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Trudeau's 1968 speeches 
Secret spying a stated policy 
~ OHN FERGUSON the theft of membership aware of the "pattern that is 
AWA (CP) --  Policy lists and financial in- employed." 
directions that'sot federal That pattern included 
police on the trail of than any threat from military surveillance of 
student unrest on university suspected Canadian sub- 
versives, including political 
parties, were stated publicly 
:Yby Pierre Trudeau in No- 
vember, 1968, shortly after 
habecame prime minister. 
His concerns about 
domestic subversion were 
made clear during a 
question-and-answer 
session at Kingston's 
Queen's University when he 
BCRcan't 
:: develop 
, ++ • 
province 
¢ 
YANCOUVER • (CP) -- 
British Columbia Railway, 
with its escalated con- 
struction costs and in- 
creasing annual deficits, no 
longer is a tool for 
dovelbpment in the 
province, a University of 
B.C. PROFESSOR SAID 
Tuesday. " 
Dr. Karl Ruppenthal, 
director of UBC's Centre of 
Transportation Studies, told 
the royal commission into 
the Crown railway's affairs 
that "the railway has 
become little more than a 
~ssive force in economic 
velupment." 
Ruppenthal  said con- 
struction of the railway's 
northern extensions ..was 
based on faith hope and 
charity. 
He said the Fort Nelson 
and Dense Lake rail lines 
were justified on the faith 
that the railway, once built, 
would generate business, 
but nowboth extensions are 
charity cases with the B.C. 
taxpay_em obliged to meet 
$74 million in losses On the 
Fort Nelson line alone. 
He added that the 
railway's "vulnerability to 
~litical experience t' cannot 
MeKenzte, chairman of the 
• i de  tn  e 
Tuesday on public .at- 
tendance at hearings during 
the pust eight months, while 
rejecting a bid by BCR for 
cibsed hearings. 
'~fhe public has stayeo 
away in droves," said 
Justice McKende. "And it's 
not Surprising. With all the 
difficult recitals of complex 
matters, it's not surprising 
at all." 
• Despite the lack of in- 
terest, he insisted "the door 
be kept open" to the public. 
"The fact that they (the 
public) don't come doesn't 
really matter very much," 
he said. The public must he 
free-to come in." 
BCR counsel George 
Cummiug argued that the 
railway must maintain 
confidentiality with matters 
relating to costing matters 
and future financial plan- 
ning to avoid showing BCR's 
hand to competitors. 
The inquiry continues. 
I 
IS IT MIRACLE SAND? 
VILNIUS, Lithuania (CP) 
,~:Glass jars of peas, 
carrots, grated rhubarb, 
jam+and jellied turkey lay 
beneath 0ie sand of a beach 
in Lithua~la,for 40 years. 
When found, the food was 
examined !byexperts who 
discovered that the fruit in 
some jars had preserved its 
flavo~ and smell .and the 
A Red Cross blood donor clinic will be held 
from 2 p.m. to 8 p.m. today in the Terrace 
Arena banquet room. When the air traffic 
controllers went on strike three monms 
ago, the Red Cross couldn't come to 
said that social unrest in 
Canada and the United 
States was more serious 
abroad. 
"On my own scale of 
values, I am less worried 
about what will happen over 
the Berlin Wall than about 
what might happen in 
Chicago or in our own great 
cities," he said. 
Last week, after 
revelations that the RCMP 
security service's search for 
Canadian subversives led to 
i i 
formation from the Parti 
Quebeco I T ru  d 
+disclaimed Sa'ny respon- 
sibility, campuses in 1969-70, sur- 
"If you think it is the job of veillance of suspected 
the prime minister to second separatists and other left- 
guess the .l~liee in every wing activists in Quebec, the 
way ... weu you nave a creation of sophisticated 
different conception of the computerized filing systems 
job than I do," he said at a for intelligence analysis, 
news conference, and later, creation of a 
AWARE OF PATTERN special security analysis 
But he agreed with his group in the department of
questioner that he should be the solicitor-general. 
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During 'he height of the 
Quebec crisis of October, 
1970, during which British 
trade commissioner James 
Cross and Qtiebec Labor 
Minister Pierre Laporte 
were kidnapped, Trudeau 
invoked the War Measures 
Act, the first time it was 
used in veacetime. 
With the aid of expanded 
powers available to them 
under the act, police and the 
military conducted 5,000 
raids and made 465 arrests. 
Weather 
A low pressure zone in the 
Gulf of Alaska will result in 
an onshore flow bringing 
cloudy sides wit th showers 
of mixed rain and snow. 
Today's high, 6 degrees, 
the low tonight, 2 degrees. 
SEATTLE (AP) -- The 
United States.Steel Corp., 
the United States' largest 
energy consumer, t ins  
agreed to acquire a "sub- 
stsntial ownership interest" 
in the Nor thern  Tier 
Pipeline Co., ' which 
~opeses an oil pipeline 
om Port Angeles to the 
Midwest. 
Audience watches Hailowe'en fireworks display put on b.v Thornhill Volunteer Fire Department Monday night. 
i i i i 
Steel company ouys stock 
Money backs Po]:t Angeles 
,oil pipeline proposal 
U.S. Steel chairman, and D. from Port Angeles to 'Curran said the new own- almost 2,000 degrees 
Michael Curran, Northern Minnesota, handling both ership agreement still left Fahrenheit. 
Tier president, said the North Slope and offshore oil. his company, Curran Oil Co. The firm also has steel 
proposed pipeline ~ could Oil port proposals for Port of Billings, Mont., in control mills in Illinois and Indiana 
of Northern Tier. as well as headquarters in 
+'serve the energy needs of Angeles, Wash., and Energy officials in Pittsburgh. 
the Rocky Mountain states, Kitimat, B.C., have gained Minnesota said U.S. Steel is These operations are fired 
the mid.continent and the steam since Washington becoming increasingly mostly with natural gas. 
Midwest" with "almost a st at e ' s c o concerned about energy to But, as gas shortages for 
million barrels of oil a day." delegation recently killed a 
U.S. Steel would he a pow- competing proposal to build process taconite reserves in industrial purposes increase 
Northern Minnesota's in the Midwest, pressure to 
erful ally for Northern Tier, an oil superport at Cherry Mesabi Range. The process convert to another fuel 
Point, near Bellingham, requires temperatures of 
Terrace, so they're hoping for an even 
greater turnout than normal. Supplies of 
blood are short in other areas of the 
province as well. 
Wash. becomes greater. 
The  Cherry Point plan J. + 
was favored by the Atlantic La8 rt re8o  Richfield Co., which already. 
o~rates a refinery at the 
site. forj Northern Tier has met obless 
strong resistance in Port 
Angeles, where a two-berth 
supertanker oilport Ls OTTAWA (New Democrat Andy Hogan said 
planned. Clallam Count ,, Tuesday despair among the jobl.ess in Cape Breton, 
hSavily oriented to timber N.S., is such that some are taking meir lives. 
and fishing, has expressed The Cape Breton-East Richmond MP said he has no 
fears that oil pollution would reason to doubt statemeuts by a Nova Scotia labor 
damage both its corn- leader that four unemployed persons in Cape Breton 
merciai and sport marine have committed suicide. 
resources. "Despair has entered in for so long," he said in an 
RETAINS CONTROL interview after a shouting, arm-waving intervention 
in a debate in the Commons. 
The ac,~uisition would be He quoted Gerard Whetman, president of the Nova 
through an unnamed sub- Scotia Federation of Labor as saying the jobless 
sidiary" of U.S. Steel, said persons had killed themselves primarily due to long- 
Robert Marquardt, a 
spokesman for the steel term unemployment." 
~ant. He declined further He said that, depending on the statistics ~at are 
reformation, used, unemployment i  Cape Breton is as high as 30 
But one Seattle in- per cent. 
vestment banker speculated There had been hope that unemployment would 
that the subsidiary/nay be eased when the world steel market lmproved. But that 
the Carnegie Natural Gas market was not improving and despair was spreading. 
Co. 
An historic pole raising ceremony took language and blstm'y combined with the 
place in Aiyansh yesterday atstart off the hopes of. the future fro" the people of the 
official opening of Alyansh school. The 
Nan Valley. Tomorrow The Herald will day-long celebrations was n Visual ez- 
travaganza of traditional native dress, featurephotosand stories from this event. 
i i 
RCMP fingered in 
NDP burglary 
OTTAWA (CP) -- The 
NDP suspects the RCMP 
may have been involved in a 
1972 break-in of its national 
office, party leader Ed 
Broadbent said Tuesday.. 
His comments came after 
a 50-minute Commons 
question period in which 
opposition MPs again 
hammered away at gov- 
ernment over allegations of 
wrongdoing by the national 
police force. 
In other developments: 
--Breadbent said he has 
incontrovertible evidence 
that Warren Alimand, as 
solicitorgeneral, was in- 
formed in late 1972 by the 
RCMP of a raid on a left- 
wing news agency in Man- 
treal. Ailmand, who says he  
can't recall the letter, has 
said his first knowledge of 
the raid came in 1976'when 
Robert Samson, an RCMP 
constable on trial in Mon- 
treal for planting a bomb 
near a residence, testified 
that he had taken part in an 
illegal RCMP raid on the 
agency. The testimony 
resulted in an inves~ation 
that led to guiltypleas by 
three, police •officers, .~- 
eluding RCMP Chief Supt. 
Donald Cobb. last spring. 
Facts, 
but no 
hunch 
VANCOUVER (CP) 
The commissioner of the 
West Coast oil ports inquiry 
told the authors of a com- 
plex federal government 
report on petroleum supply 
and demand Tuesday that 
their report is no ~ood ff 
they cannot provsde an 
opinion on Canada's oil pert 
priorities. 
Dr. Andrew Thompsen's 
exasperation was expressed 
when he pressed the authe~ 
of the energy, mines and 
r 
report for their opinion on 
port priorities. 
"All this report's 
statistics, tables and studies 
are just no damn ~oed, ff 
you can't come up wdh even 
some kind of hunch... I don't 
see how this commission 
can come any closer to this 
matter than you have," said 
Thompson. 
Oil supply and demand 
experts William Matthews 
and Roland Priddle replied 
in effect that they un- 
derstood the commission 
was to make the decisions, 
and that they had simply 
tried to present some of the 
information on which 
de~isions might he based. 
Thompson said one of the 
basic issues to he decided is 
whether a forecast shortfall 
of Canada's crude oil needs 
could best be met through a 
west coast or east coast 
facility. 
NEED STUDY 
Matthews and Priddle 
agreed, but added that the 
several east coast 
thPOSsibilities touched upon in 
eir report need "a great 
+deal more study." 
The problem in the west 
appears impler, with only 
the Kitimat, B.C. oil port 
and proposed pipeline to 
Edmonton looming as the 
strongest of the competing 
proposals. 
Matthews and Prlddle 
would not commit them- 
selves to sayin~whether the 
eoiitlh~iedp/kge 8 
--Solicitor-General 
Francis Fox said he has 
been assured by the RCMP 
they were not involved in the 
bugging of Progressive 
Conservative MP Elmer 
MacKay's office. 
--Finance Minister Jean 
Chretien pleaded with 
Speaker James Jerome to 
car~. out a thorough in- 
ves "figatiou into the bugging 
incident, 
--Chreuen said a list of 
separatists mentioned in the 
spring by Urban Affairs 
Minister Andre Ouellet did 
not come from RCNP 
break-ins. 
Breadbent said that at the 
time of the break-in of his 
party's national office, 
officials put it down as a 
routine burglary. 
SUSPECT RCMP 
But now, he says "there is 
good reason to at least 
suspect he RCMP or the 
security service was in- 
volved." 
The break-in came only a 
few weeks before the RC1V~ 
broke into a Montreal 
printing office to take a copy 
01 listS of members of the 
++ Pm'tl Quebecois. 
Nothing-of value was 
taken during the NDP office 
break-in, Broadbent said, 
although locks were 
smashed and ides dried. 
1"ne. office contained in- 
formation on contributors to
the NDP coffers. 
Earlier, in the Commons, 
the NDP leader said he had 
.been told a letter sent by the 
director-general of security 
in the RCMP advised the 
then solicitor-general 
Warren Allmand of the 
brenk.in at the left-wing 
no~:a~Pt~e'letter wassent 
inDeeemher, 1972, while the 
government says it knew 
• nothing of the break-in tram 
earlier this year. • 
DOESN'T RECALL 
But Allmand, now the con- 
sumer affairs minister, said 
outside the House he does 
• notrecall such a letter and a 
search by his staff had 
failed to turn it up. 
Breadhent says he does 
not have a copy, but had 
been told "by reliable 
sources that it had been 
sent .  
Broadbent charged Fox 
with "rhetoric baloney" and 
with speaking nonsense in a 
• noisy exchange in a cat- 
House as he pressed 
the minister on various 
aspects of the activities of 
the RCMP. 
Fox told the House neither 
he nor the RCMP knew 
anything about a listening 
de, ice found Monday in a 
chair in the  office of 
MacKay, the Conservative 
.MP for Central Nova. He 
called for an investigation. 
C~retien said that since it 
could affect he rights of all 
MPs, Spe~. er James 
Jerome should insist on a 
. thorough inquiry into tim 
matter. 
Just M~ the question 
period, Fox arose to say a 
memorandum Alleging that 
top British Columbia labor 
leaders are under federal 
survel~an__~e_.is a fraud. 
Fox said the mexnoren- 
dum, mentioned in the 
House Monday by Stuart 
Leggatt (NDP--New 
Westminster) looks like the 
work "of mischief makers." 
It was written on the wrens 
paper and had a file number 
not used by his department. 
Cl~efiam also denied any 
~qlgention that removal of 
Parli Quebecois mem- 
bership lilts by me ROMP 
was r61atod to claims lut  
~t lm~.  l~e  8 
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This winter a familiar sight ov over the skies 
of Terrace will be CP Alr's 727-200 jets, replacing the 
smaller 737 in the mornings.With a capacity of 144 
economy seatS, and the ability to carry considerably 
more freight, this will be a welcome sight to the local 
• businesses.In announcing thisneIn announcing this 
new service, Peter Chettle CP Air Manager for the 
area, advised that effective December 1st, the 727 will 
leave Terrace airport daffy via Prince Rupert except 
Sundays when it will be a 737 at 9:00 a.m. arriving m 
Vancouver at 11:19 a.m.In the afternoon, on Tuesday, 
Wednesday and Saturday the 107 seat 737 will fly wa 
Prince Rupert, arriving Vancouver at 7:35 p.m. and 
on Susay Sunday, Monday, Thursday" ann Friday 
they will all be non-stop arriving Vancouver at 6:39 
p.m. All afternoon flights will leave Terrace airport at 
5:20 p.m. with limousin limousine service available 
Northwest BC 
Sales down, but mining explorationup 
Total sales revenue from 
the minig indush'y in the 
North West region of B.C. in 
1976 was down slightly but 
expenditures on exploration 
and development and 
capital investment showed 
modest increases, says 
mining association ~ 
Canada news release. 
Employment in the in- 
dustry and the total wage 
and salary bill also showed 
slight gains. 
The overall provinical 
picture during 1976 was one 
of the little growth although 
total sales revenue climbed 
slightly to a record $975 
million. 
Figures are relating to the 
North Western region 
showed 1976 sales revenue 
of $58.8 million compared 
with $67.3 million in 1975. 
The region showed a 
slight increase in ex- 
ploration and development 
expenditures in 1976 at $21.6 
million ($20.6 million in 
1975) and capital ex- 
penditures rose to $11.6 
million ($10.2 million) 
The number of employees 
in the mining industry in the 
region for 1976 was 1,108 
(1,094 in 1975) and total 
wage and salary bill was 
$21.8 million ($19.9 million). 
The study showed that 
while the minig industry 
continued to be a major 
factor in the provincial 
economy--accounting for 
about 5.2 per cent of the 
gross provincial product-- 
the outlook for the next 
Secret investigation 
several ~,ears is not overly 
optimistm. 
"New capital attracted to 
the inddustry remained at a 
relatively low level, while 
expenditures on ex- 
ploration, development and 
capital assets show ed no 
indications of any sub- 
stantial growth in the 
production capacity of the 
industry in the near future," 
the report said. 
"As a result the con- 
tribuation of the industry to 
the economy of the province 
Socreds deny spy orders 
leaders and the chairman of 
the B.C. Labor Relations 
Board. 
Premier Bill Bennett said 
he believed the memo to be 
% major hoax . . . .  for what 
purpose, I don't know." " 
Attorney-General Garde 
Gardom said the memo was 
obviously a hoax, and a very 
irresponsible one at thaL 
"I'm glad it is a fake," 
VICTORIA (CT) -- 
British Columbia govern- 
ment leaders Tuesday 
repeated earlier denials 
they had any connection 
with a memo alleging they 
requested a top secret in- 
vestigation oftwo B.C. labor 
T udeau pleased with 
The memo surfaced in 
Parliament Monday as 
Stuart Leggatt (NDP--New 
Westminster) raised the 
more French teaching 
offer a complete French because there has been no 
language core curriculum to significant change in 
any area of B.C. that has student population, but that 
sufficient need for it, start- present teachers will be ret- 
ing in the fall of 1976. rained. 
"We are not meeting the 
As well, the government need yet," Bennett said, 
F lans to offer French adding that the government an g u a g e i would have difficulty 
cOurSes. meeting its goals within the 
Bennett old a later news next few years. 
conference the provincial The premier also said that 
government isrnnning into the Baldwin-Cartier school 
some problems with its district in Montreal has 
plans, been contacted by the 
"The training of teachers ministry of education tohelp 
is one of the problems," he in the formulation of the 
said, explaining that new French language core 
teachers couldn't be hired curriculum. 
VICTORIA (CP) -- Prime 
Minister Trudeau said 
Tuesday that British 
Columbia's plan to expand 
the use of French in the 
public school system was 
the kind of scheme more 
Canadian provinces hould 
develop. 
1 was pleased ~ith the 
prog-ress in British 
Columbia," Trudeaa told a 
news conference following a 
two-hour "meeting with 
Premier Bill Bennett. 
Under the plan announced 
earlier this year, the 
provincial government will 
Family forced to leave 
Canada though job offered 
Gardom said in an in- issue during the emergency 
terview. "It obviously had. debate on alleged RCMP 
all the earmarks of not lawbreaking. In B.C., the 
being authentic." memo was revealed at the 
' '  ":.- ~' ~' : B.C. Federation of Labor 
: convention in Penticton. 
CLASSIFIED SECRET 
The memo, typed on what 
appeared to be Government 
• of Canada stationery, 
purports to be from Col. 
Robin Bourne, of the 
solicitor-general's security 
planning and analysis 
branch and is addressed to 
B.C. Labor Minister Allan 
Williams. 
Dated Oct. 13, 1977, it is 
headed "special intelligence 
request," and is classified 
"secret." 
The memo states: "Our 
investigation of Mr. Paul 
Weiler, chairman of the B.C. 
Labor Relations Board, has 
now been concluded. We will 
forward our report to you 
under separate cover in the 
next few days. 
"You request pertaining 
to Messrs. L. (Len) Guy and 
J. (John) Fryer are (sic) 
being processed at this 
moment, and will also be 
forwarded to your office as 
soon as possible." 
Guy is secretary- 
treasurer of the labor  
federation and Fryer is 
general secretary of the 
B.C. Government Era- 
told ployees Union. 
LETTERS NOT FOUND 
Guy said Monday that he 
felt the memo could be a 
hoax, and Williams said 
he'd never asked for any 
such security checks and 
had never received an~ 
C 
Bourne. 
Bennett told a new~ 
conference on Tuesday that 
Williams had ordered a 
thorough check of all files in 
his ministry, and had failed 
to uncover any corre- 
spondence pertaining to the 
alleged security checks. 
EDMONTON (CP) -- the Canadian consulate in Thomas said he 
immigration authorites at 
the airport he had arranged 
a job interview and the 
family were given visitors' 
visas. 
Be said he has been of- 
fered a position as 
corrections officer at Fort 
Saskatchewan Correctional 
Institution and the family 
has to leave the country to 
apply for the right visa. 
"But we can't come hack 
again," he said. "We can't 
afford it. We're going to 
have to work so hard now to 
get back what we lost." 
MACHINIST 
t=--c] 
Retired British policeman 
David Thomas, 44, said his 
family is to be deported to  
Britain Wednesday after 
• spending its entire savings. 
Thomas aid immigration 
officials gave him the ~vrong 
information about working 
in Canada and his family's 
dreams of a new life here 
have been shattered. 
"They won't let us stay in 
the country even though I
have a job offer from the 
s 
Alberta," Thomas aid in an 
interview Tuesday. 
Thomas said he and his 
wife Bridgit,'39, and sons 
Ian, 18, and Simon, 13, have 
been told they will be flown 
to Toronto Wednesday and 
put aboard a flight for 
Britain. 
Thomas aid he was in the 
British police force for 20 
years before retiring in 
September, 197S, with 
exemplary standing. 
He went to South Africa 
and after working as a 
security guard for a gold 
:~ine he decided to move to 
.rada because he thought 
:~ childr,:r~: r,~ospects 
.u!d be br,gh!. 
['iJo]nas , ::~:j :~., ~p.~,e 
;il;l~ from bott, the' 
,~~rL;;~e;~t in l)retoria and 
/ 
REQUIRED FOR LOOAL LOGGING 
OPERATION. I.W.A. RATES WITH 
EXCELLENT BENEFIT PROGRAMS, 
APPLY TO - 
PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT 
TWINRIVER TIMBER LIMITED 
BOX 1000 TERRAOEp B.O, 
Johannesburg. 
"They said there's 
nothing we can do for you 
here," he said. "They said 
we must be registered with 
Manpower in the area we 
intended to work and we 
should be able to get a visa if 
the job is approved." 
He said he could not prove 
what he was told. 
The family packed their 
bags and paid more than 
$3,500 for a one-way jet ride. 
They sent some antiques 
and household items by sh!p 
and have heard they are m 
Toronto ready to be shipped 
back to Britian. 
"I don't know how they 
think weare going to be able 
to pay to have those things 
sent back," Thomas said. 
"We've got about $35 to our 
name."  
FAMILY'S BILL 
The family arrived in 
Calgary Sept. 24 and lawyer 
Fred Whiting, who 
represented the family at a 
special immigration hear- 
ing, said it has cost the city's 
social services department 
abo, t $1,500 for food and 
~i,:i~er for the family. 
The  problem simply is 
:. ~* '.l~ey don't have an 
!:~,m:g~'int visa," Whiting 
.,,rid. ' If  they had there 
~c~J,fid be no problem at all.' 
& 
could be adversely affected 
over the next several years. 
P.R. Matthew, Managing 
Director of The Mining 
Association of British 
Columiba, said the  
economic study Shows that 
incentives are needed for 
both the small prospector 
and the producing com- 
panies if mining is to con- 
tinue to be a major force in 
the economy. 
Matthew said he was 
concerned that no new 
mines were opened uring 
1976, expenditures on ex- 
ploration and development 
made little gain, and stock 
market activity--which 
represents oa large extent 
risk-taking in new ventures- 
-was still away below peak 
years. 
• The result of this is that 
known ore reserves are 
being depleted faster than 
they can be found because 
th incentives are just not 
there to find new properties, 
he said. 
"Both senior govern- 
ments have to do something 
to direct captial investment 
hack into the minig in- 
dustry," Matthew said. 
The' mining industry, he 
said, is still taxed higher 
than manufacturing--50.75 
per cent against 42 per cent- 
-and this discourages in- 
vestors who are looking for 
a fair return. 
He said it was his belief 
that the captial gains tax as 
it relates to increased 
common stck'  values 
probably did more than 
anything else to discourage 
the risk taker--the small 
investor from all walks of 
life whose investment 
helped the small exploration 
company or prospector who 
have been responsible for 
many of the great mining 
finds in this country. 
"While the government 
should regulate stock ex- 
changes to offer safequards 
to investors,it should en- 
courage risk-taking in 
natural resource 
developemtn, and that could 
be done by removing the 
capital gains tax on com- 
mon stocks," he said: . 
Spring drama 
festival coming 
Terrace will play host to 
yet  another provincial 
drama festical when Ker- 
mode Theatre 78 comes to 
town. 
Kermede Theatre '78 is 
the BC High School Drama 
Festival and will take place 
during the May Victoria 
Day weekend, May 17-21. 
During those 4 days, a 
total of 425 students, 50 
chaperones, and 20 
professional directors will 
converge on Terrace to 
particapte in a series of 
workshops and to perform a 
mighlt Showcase of plays in 
the REM Lee Theatre. In 
addition a Fringe Festival 
of shorter, less complex 
plays will be staged each 
afternoon i  arious schools. 
Plans rea underway now 
to contact each and every 
high school in the province 
to encourage the drama 
teachers to bring their 
classes to Kermode Theatre 
78. Only senior students 
with 2 years of drama to 
their credit are eligible to 
atten. Each school is 
limited to 20 students with a 
chaperone to accompane 
each  group of 10. Two 
chartered CP Air jets wll 
bring the majority of 
students to Terrace. They 
will be house in local hotels 
and fed in masses at Skeena •
Junior High SChool gym- 
nasium. 
Kermode Theatre '78 so 
named to keep Terrace's 
association with the local 
white bear in the forefront is
a large and involved un- 
dertaking. School Board 
trustee Elaine Johnson will 
chair the committee that 
consists of the following: 
Transportaion-George 
Clarke; Accommodiailon 
and Registraion-Mary Ann 
Boyd, Merry Hallsor, David . 
Phillips, Augie Geerhart' 
Showcase 78-Ken Morton; 
F n o 
McLeod; Workshops- Brian 
Kovein, Stefan Cieslik, 
Doug Xenis, Betty-Ann 
Burtch, Publicity- Ashley 
Proceviat. Uppermdst in 
the minds of the committee 
is the promotion of Terrace 
as  well as Kermode 
THEATRE 
Inquiry asked 
on pipeline 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- "This pipeline is 
scheduled to pass through 
aboriginal land in northern 
B.C.," he said. "No 
George Manuel, president of 
the Union of British 
Columbia Indian Chiefs, 
called Tuesday for a judicial 
inquiry into the socio-eco- 
nomic impact of the Alaska 
Highway natural gas 
pipeline on British 
Columbia. 
In a telegram to Hugh 
Faulkner, federal minister 
of Indian affairs and nor- 
them development, Manuel 
said that failure to take 
action now will result in 
"great misery for those who 
have to live with the con- 
sequences of this un- 
necesary pipeline." 
Manuel said his 
association is becoming 
increasingly concerned 
about he negative impact of 
the pipeline.: . .. 
agreement has ever been 
reached with Indian people 
to allow this pipeline to 
travel through our land in 
B.C. Nor has there ever 
been a consultation with the 
Indian people concerning 
this project. 
"This neglect must end 
fight now." 
Manuel said the B.C. 
government had recently 
published environmental 
guidelines to regulate 
developments like the pipe- 
line. 
"It is obvious that these 
guidelines were prepared 
without a thought to the 
Indian people of our rights 
and even our existence," he - 
said. ~ ' 
A 
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Skeena MP lona Campagnolo cuts the ribbon to of- 
ficially open the chamber of commeree'O new tourist 
booth this weekend. Those attending were treated to 
snacks and coffee inside. 
RCMP break-in 
PQ knew 'those jerks' were around 
Fox that the RCMP had 
broken into Parti Quehecois 
offices in 1973 and stole 
computer tapes giving in- 
formation on party mem- 
berships and finances. 
"If I can make a pungent 
comment," said Levesque, 
"for a champion of 
democracy like Mr. 
Trudesu, it should be a 
nightmare to have that kind 
of political police in- 
strument." 
Levesque also was 
questioned about Prime 
M 
suggestion that the idea of a 
METZ, France (CP) - -  
Quebec Premier Rene 
Levesque said Tuesday he 
knew from the start that the 
RCMP were trailing his 
Parti Quebeeois-- "Thank 
God we never had anything 
to hide." 
"To be a bit cynical, we 
knew from the very 
beginning that a lot of those 
jerks were around," 
Levesque told reporters 
Tuesday as he preparecl to 
leave for Paris today, 
be~inni.n~, a threeday of- 
ficml vistt. 
Dozens of Canadian 
the idea, providing Quebec 
participates inits own name 
and not under the wing of 
the Canadian government. 
"Quebec is the only 
Canadian province that can 
truly justif~ Ottawa in- 
volvement in such a 
where he signed the Livre 
d'Or (golden book). 
Be wrote: "Ten years 
after, and speaking, I feel 
sure, for the great majority 
of Quebecers, I salute a 
great Frenchman and a 
great friend of Quebec." 
grouping," he said. Harking back to Gen. de 
After a week of private Gaulie's cry of "Tire le 
visits, Leves.que opened his Quebec fibre," delivered 
first pubhc function from a balcony of the 
Tuesday with a trip to the Montreal city hall in 1967, 
tomb of the late French Levesquepraised de Gaulle 
president Charles de Gaulle 'as "the only foreign political 
at Colombey-Des-Deux- figure of any substance" 
Eglises. who was attuned to Quebec. 
CO'OP NOV. 2-3-4-6 
/Vk)n..Thurs. 9:00 a .m. .  i:O0 p.m. 
Fridays 9:00 a .m. .  9:00 p.m. 
Saturdays 9:00 a .m. .  ~:00 p.m. 
~, , ,v  ~- J i v "  
CO-OP GARDEN 
AOROSS PARKING LOT AT O0-OP GARDEN OENTRE 
FARNAM SPECIAL  
REPEL X 
16.64 oz. 33 OZ. 
4,99 8.49 
ea. ea. 
WIPE TOP GLOSS BUCKER THAN 
BLAOK 16.64 Oz. 18 oz. 
4.16 oz. 
3.19 6.06 2.89 ea. 
ea.  ea.  
WONDER JEL 
LINIMENT 
WONDER 
DUST 
12.48 oz. . . . .  4 OZ. 
43e ea. 2.400. 
OLEAR EYES PHENO SWEET 
WORMER 
4 OZ. 
16 oz. 
2.39 8.10 ea. 
ea. 
~,~? .., CO-OP 
~**~ ~ BUILDING SUPPLIES 
FRANKL IN  
F IREPLACE 
3~x8 BEVEL  
CEDAR 
Ix6  
4x8-3/8 
4x8-6/8 
4x8-3/4 
6.09 ,~ 
8.39 
9.99 
VERTICAL  
CEDAR 
S ID ING 
FIREPLACES 6.95 IDEAL FOR 344 96 
3 DOLORS INSIDE OR 
OTN, OUTSIDE i 
OTN, COVERS 6 SQ, FEET SUBURBAN GRADE PER M 
ARE YOU LOOKING 
FOR PANEL ING?  
WE HAVE A GOOD SELEOTION AT OOMPETITIVE 
PRIOING. OOME IN AND HAVEA LOOK, WE HAVE 
BIROH PATTERNS, MAPLE PATTERNS AND MANY 
MORE. THESE ARE SUITABLE FOR TOUR~_ 
FAMILY ROOM, LIVING ROOM OR DEN. ~:~ 
MAKE YOUR OWN ROOM TO REFLEOT YOUR~ 
PERSONALITY. 
PHONE ~15 4,147 ~ ., 
¢ L 
4617 GREIG 
J /  
N 
Tendersmust be submitted in sealed envelopes - 
addressed to  the Clerk.Administrator and 
clearly marked "Tender to Animal Control". 
The lowest or any tender not necessarily ac- 
cepted. 
signed, 
E.R. Hallsor, 
Clerk.Administrator / 
NOTICE 
OALL FOR TENDERS 
"ANIMAL OONTROU' 
Sealed bids relating to the above contract will be 
accepted at the Municipal Offices until 4:30 p.m. 
November 30th, 1977. Interested parties are 
advised to view the proposed contract (s) and.or 
obtain further information at the Municipal 
office, 5.3215 Eby Street, during normal business 
hours. 
DISTRICT OF TERRACE 
Quebec already has a 
ecial status on a world 
erich-speaking cultural 
and technical organization. 
Quebec is allowed to have an 
independent voice on the 
administrative body bul 
Canada has the sole vote. 
Other provinces must speak 
through Canada and cannot 
express their views in. 
dependently. 
But Goyer said the 
summit meeting, envisaged 
by Canada, would deal with 
international problems, not 
cultural and scientific. The 
federal government had 
jurisdiction for inter- 
national affairs. 
Levesque said Tuesday 
during his visit to the late 
French president Charles de 
Gaulle's home at Colombey- 
Des-Deux-Eglises that he 
thinks an improved link 
among French-speaking 
'countries is  essential to 
their survival. 
But he said Quebec is the 
oul~ province in Canada 
winch can justify Ottawa's 
involvement in such a 
group. He approved of the 
commonwealth idea 
provided Quebec ould be a 
member and not under the 
mantle of the Canadian 
government. 
OTTAWA (CP) -- The 
struggle for a Quebec place 
at a ~vorld summit of 
French-speaking leaders is 
already under way with 
signs of a developing 
Quebec-Ottawa clash. 
Supply Minister Jean- 
Pierre Goyer maintained 
his position Tuesday that 
only Canada could be 
represented atsuch a sum- 
mit meeting which he has 
said would be similar to the 
British Commonwealth. 
Quebec Premier Rend Le- 
vesque said in Colombey- 
I)esDeux-Eglises, France 
that he approves of a 
commonwealth of French- ~ eaking countries, but only Quebec participates as a 
full-fledged member. 
The commonwealth idea 
is being pursued actively by 
Goyer and Prime Minister 
Trudeau in talks with 
leaders of other French- 
speaking countries. 
Goyer said he believes 
France already has ac- 
cepted the idea in principal 
and the only details still to 
be worked out with Paris 
are, when' and where the 
meeting should be held a]nd 
what should be discussed. 
1 
One sitting per subject-S1 per subject for 
additional subjects, groups, or individuals in 
the same family. Persons under 18 must be 
accompanied by Ioarent or guardian. 
SHOPPERS 
DRUG IV lART  
4635 LAKELSE Ave.  
TERRACE, B.C. 635-1261 
A Great Way to Remember 
Those You Love 
WED. thru SAT. 10-6 
NOV. 2, 3, 4, 5 
No obligation to buy additional portraits 
• Choose  from our selection of eight  scenic and 
colour backgrounds. 
• Se lect  additional portraits and save up to 1/3 
compared to 1975 !~rices. 
See our new large Decorator Portrait. 
Your complete satisfaction guaranteed or your 
money cheerfully refunded. 
A profess ional  
8x l0co lo r  portrait  Ibr 8 f f  IDEAL FOR ZERO OLEARAHOE 
Be[OK 
Z.BRICK 
DECORATIVE  
R-IO, R-12 & R-20 SIZES 
F IBREGLASS 
INSULAT ION 
SPEOIAi, 
I OFF CAR 
PRIOING 
K-3  
PART ICLE  
BOARD 
reporters covering his trip commonwealth of French, After placing a wreath on Metz to place a wreath at a I~F i J J ; ,  J L . L1  
questioned Levesque about speaking countdes might be the general's tomb,, war memorial. He was OPEN 
the discl°sure bYCa"adian ~pursued' The Quebec Levesque m°ved t° the de h°n°red ata brief recepti°n 1 IC69T~9TH5 1 6 9 9 5  solicitor-General 1;'ranvis premier said'he agreed with Gaulle memorial nearby at the city baH. FIREPLACE SUBURBAN 
Clash looms over " " '  ' ~!~i PER M 
~,.,,~,.,n,...,~ec . ,.,. o.~.. ~lea~er.~,~.;. ., ,~ s.,,,,,, ..,, ,,,s oov.s ,,,.x. ,oo .. ,,. 
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Unreal viewpoint 
in birth control 
MONCTON, N.B. (CP)  - -  New Brunswickers are not rea- 
listic about birth control, says the president of the Sackvllle 
Family Planning Association, a branch of Planned 
Parenthood New Brunswick (PPNB). 
Marg Bogoard said in an interview that victims of un- 
wanted pregnancies in the province suffer from two naive 
attitudes. 
The first is that "it can't happen to me" and the other is 
the dismissal of birth control as something "cold and 
calculating that takes the naturalness out of the sex act." 
Family-I?lanning consultants, citing the odds, say the ld~ 
that 350 mdlion sperm are pursuing one ovum is enough 
shock most gamblers hack to reality. 
"And when young people insist that hirth control is cold 
and unnatural, we remind them that, without it, many mill 
end up having abortions and how natural are they?" 
The Sackville group, which conducted sex eaucatton 
courses for students at Mount Allison University last year, 
also discovered that some young people rejected birth con- 
trol on the grounds that if they became pregnant i would 
look unplanned and therefore "not so bad." :~ 
SEES AMBIVALENCE 
"There seems to bea lot of ambivalence about morality," 
said Mrs. Bogoard. 
Young people have told association workers that they did 
not use birth control because they did not know their sexual 
partner well enough to discuss the subject. 
"It seems rat~er nnreasonahle that they would know a 
person well enough to have intercourse with him but not 
well enough to discuss the possible consequences," she said. 
"Maybe Germaine Greer zs right when she says thot today 
sex is replacing conversation." 
New Brunswick has reported an increase in unwanted 
pregnancies. In 1973, Statistics Canada said there were 
1,227 illegitimate births, almost double the number in 1960. 
Current statistics indicate that abortions performed in the 
province have also increased. 
Mrs. Bogoard said the group's effo~s ~e thwarted by 
three key factor--its funcUon is misunaerstooo, people are 
susceptible to s~are stories about birth-control measures 
and the stigma against he pregnant, unmarried girl has 
lessened. 
AIMS MISUNDERSTOOD 
"The efforts of the PPNB have been misunderstood. Our 
aim is just to make every child a wanted child. Our goal 
isn't to control the population or promote sexual per- 
missiveness. 
"People think we are condoning the sexual activity of 
teen-agers. But we're just facing the facts. They are in- 
dulging in sex without birth control. Their fives can be 
ruined. We're trying to prevent consequences that are 
detrimental to both the mother and child." 
Mrs. Bognard acknoWledged that some birth-control 
methods pose health risks but said the mortality rate from 
birth control is lower than the rate from pregnancy. 
She said changes in life-style in the 1970shave influenced 
the growing number of teen-age pregnancies. 
"Girls are reaching puberty earlier because of better 
health and nutrition but they're not more mature. Sex is 
advertised, even promoted, everywhere and the old 
bugaboos aren't being listened to." 
Added to that was an almost religious faith in the birth- 
control pill and ignorance of available family-planning 
services. 
" Mrs. Bogoard said she thinks faith in the birth-control pill 
Js misplaced after dealing with cases of unwanted 
pregnancies among irls wlm believed they were protected. 
"The possibility of failure can be found in almost all birth- 
control measures. We somelimes uggest o people that 
they try a combination oftwo, just to be safe. Maybe, when 
you get right down to it, it's questionable whether a person 
who just can't support a child should even indulge .... But 
that's another question." 
mem m 
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"Why .clon't you listen. I said you need s 
ch,ropractor not choir prscticel" 
LONDON (CP) -- Most Britons are quietly jubilant over 
the sudden rise in the value of the pound but there is a 
twinge of concern that he country's vital exports drive may 
be dfected. 
Newspapers generally have hailed the government's 
decision to remove restraints and allow the POund to float. 
The pound jumped upsharply in relation to the Canadian 
and United States dollars and other currencies. 
"Up with sterling," says The Times. "A wise decision," 
says The Dally Telegraph. 
There is general agreement among analysts that it is a 
"good news-bnd news situation." 
The good news is that the pound will buy more, which will 
make imports cheaper. The bad news is that since it will 
cost more in other currencies to buy the pound, exports will 
be more costly to Britain's customers. 
FOOD SUBSIDIZED 
In theory, the stronger pound should make food imports 
cheaper, bringing down prices in the grocery stores. Not 
[ Interpreting the news [ 
Pound rises, but so do Britain's export prices 
worth more, workers may be willing to reduce their de- really, point out experts who.say, the Euro .IF, un .Economic 
Commtmity--nf which Britain m a memeer--nas ~,en 
subsidizing some British food prices. .. 
If any thh~g, a stronger pound would be used to reduce 
these subsidies, with little reflection in the price of food on 
the table. 
The Confederation of British Industry (CBI), eoncenied 
that ' our inflation rate is still well above that of our com- 
petitors," says "the further loss in competitiveness of a 
rising pound mill not be welcome to industry." 
The engineering Employers Federation, in a rare dis- 
agreement with the CBI, says "many .willw.e.lcome. the rise 
in the value of the pound because inflauon zs me mare worry 
among engineering companies and this should help to get it 
downY' 
RESTRAINT SOUGHT 
There is some speculation that the more powerful pound 
would help the government's drive to keep wage increases 
down to 10-per-cent a year, on the theory that with the pound 
mands. 
This reasoning received a jolt when miners promptly an- 
nounced they would continue to press for a 90-per<ent 
raise. 
One report circula~ifig in London is that Denis Healey, 
chancellor of the exchequer, didn't want to free the pound; 
~athew-as overruled a~d that he told friends: 
"I don't know why I'm carrying on. Maybe I should get 
out." ' 
Credence is lent to this report by the fact that less than a 
week earlier, the choncellor--in his mini-budget--still 
adhered to his policy of gradual rather than sharp ap- 
preciation of the pound. 
Analysts here ssyit was Prime Minis~r James Ca~lag- 
h an  and Gordon Richareson, governor o~ me uang ot r~ng- 
land, who talked him into allowing the pound to float. 
Until then, he had argued that a drastic change in the. 
pound's v~lue would make exports me.re expeuswe ana 
slow his cdmpaign to cut unemployment. 
,e. 
¢ .  
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"Somehow, the threat of separation doesn't sound so catastrophic after you've been 
married for 22 years. '"
Three-world view 
China restates Mao's perspective 
PEKING (Reuter) -- China has 
reiterated its concept of three 
worlds--the superpowers, developed 
countries and developing nations-- 
and says the Soviet Union remains 
the biggest hreat o peace. 
This restatement of Mao Tse- 
~ngin~, s three worlds policy and 
assessment of the current 
differences between them comes in 
an article to be published in the 
People's Daily Tuesday. It hod been 
written by the editorial department 
of the Communist party organ. 
Appearance of the article a few 
days before the 60th anniversary of 
the Soviet Bolshevik Revolution 
cc~d indicate China ispreparing to 
publish others condemning iU 
former friend and now chief enemy. 
All the horgh words in the article 
were directed at the Soviet Union. 
The United States was barel5 
mentioned and developed nations 
were treated as allies. 
LISTS CANADA 
Man's three worlds concept is that 
the Soviet Union and the U.S.--tbe 
superpowers--are in the first (~roup, 
Japan, Europe and Canada m the 
second and other" countries, in- 
eluding China, in the third. 
Details of the article wer~ 
~ubllshed today by the New China 
ews Agency (NCNA). 
It quoted the People's Dally• as 
saying the three worlds concept was 
a scientific Marxist idea of current 
realities. 
Of the two superpowers, the Soviet 
Union "is the more ferocious, the 
more reckless, the more 
treacherous and the most dangerous 
source, of world' war," NCNA 
reported the newspaper as saying. 
Because the Soviet Union was a 
late-comer to im~rialism, it hod to 
use more offenszve strategies and 
try to grab areas under American 
control. 
The Soviet Union "is therefore, 
more aggressive and adventurous ,. 
it must rely chiefly on its military 
power and recourse to threats of war 
m order to expand .... it has a highly 
cent ra l i zed  s ta t  e -monop 
capitalist economy without its equ~ 
in any other impei'talist country and 
it is a state under Fascist dic- 
tatorship .... " SINGLE OUt 
SOVIETS 
The article said that if China 
should put the two superpowers on a 
I Businlss spotlight I 
par without discrimination and fail 
to single out the Soviet Union "as the 
more dangerous instigator of world 
war, we would only be blunting the 
revolutionary vigilance of the people 
of the world and blurring the 
primary target in the struggle 
against hegemonism. 
"Therefore in no way must we 
platy into the'hands of the Soviet 
UniQn in its deception add con- 
spiracy and give the green light to 
• its war preparations and acts of 
aggression," the NCNA said. 
As forthe second world, the article 
sa id  that although some of its 
members had been striving to 
maintain their control and ex- 
ploitation of  developing nations, 
they were also subject to in- 
terference, control and bully!ng by 
the superpowers. 
"The second world countries are 
in urgent need of opposing 
hegemonism and safeguarding their 
national independence," the article 
said. 
"In the struggle against he two 
hegemonist powers, it is botk 
necessary and possible to ally with 
the second world under given con- 
ditions.'! 
Search is on for methane gas 
CALGARY (CP) -- Algas Re- 
sources Ltd. is conducting tests in 
Alberta's foothills and mountain 
areas to determine the feasibility of 
recovering methane gas trapped in 
coal seams. 
Algas vice-president E.  A 
Ballantyne says the method has 
never really been considered in 
Canada and "it appears timely to 
take a serious look at it." 
Recovery of th~ gas requires 
drilling a normal type of natural gas 
well into a coal seam. 
Ballantyne said test results in the 
United States have been promising, 
but the coal seams tested were not 
folded or faulted as are those in 
Alberta's foothills. 
Mgas, a subsidiary of Alberta Gas 
Trunk Line Co. Ltd., has spent more 
than $150,000 investigating th 
possibility and plans to inves 
another $350,000 in stage one of its 
drilling and testing program. 
Ballantyne said if favorabl, 
results are obtained from the three 
test holes drilled in stage one, Algas 
will drill about 30 more ex- 
rimental holes at a cost of about 
5 million. 
SECOND STEP 
Sta~e t~fo will be based in Alberta, 
but iirposltive results are obtained 
Algas will also look elsewhere in 
Canada. • 
A large portion of the information 
gathered so far by Algas came from 
the U.S. bureau of mines, which has 
been studying the in'ocess of extra- 
cting methane gas Irom coal seams 
for several years. 
The bureau's studies were initially 
aimed at eliminating methane from 
coal seams before it was en- 
countered during mining operations. 
But as natural gas appreciated in
value, Ballantyne sad  in an in- 
terview, forms of energy previously 
thought unfeasible to produc, 
became "worth taking a look at." 
Rellantyne said the process has 
never been conducted on a large 
scale anywhere in North America, 
although there are a few cases of 
methane gas being recovered and 
sold to local gas companies on a 
small basis. 
He said Algas. was formed in 
January, 1976, "explicitly for the 
purpose of studying alternate forms 
of energy," 
It' is currently monitoring and 
doing studies on coal conversion, 
solar energy, wind energy and bin- 
mass energy. 
This week frornOttawa 1 
Iona Campagnolo f 
SPORT POLICY TABLED 
On Monday, October 24, it was my privilege to table a 
green Ira_ per on amateur Sport policy. A green paper, as 
to a white paper, is not a direct preludq to 
legislation; it means that its contents are essentially, an 
invitation for public discussion. 
Very shortl~,, hearings ~ beg.in in.different centres ' 
across Canada where this discusszon .wm t~e. place .ano 
where we will forge new directions anti goam m amateur 
sport for Canada. 
The main theme of the sport policy document is the scale 
of the federal role in sport. The structure of sport, its ad- 
ministration, technical development and its promoUun are 
also integral parts of this discussion paper, une ruing is 
underlin~l, however, and that is there can be no more 
poblie funds committed to sport than exist at present. We 
be seeking and encouraging new sources of funding_ 
Loto Canada.revenues and corporate sponsors are two sncn 
Thseurce~ederal government at this time, you might note, 
gives approximately $18 million to about ~.natio.nal spo~s 
organizations. It is esfima~m, mougn, mat anout ~oo 
mIIlion is spent on sport in Cards every year: ~ ,  yu.you 
, there is already a great nero et private tnnmng 
aSva'ilable for sport in ~".~nada. We will encourage and assist 
greater private invelvement i  sport funding in future. 
The federal government will also assist in providing 
equality of sport access in every part of the country so that 
within and between provinces and territories, as far as is 
practical, there is a good chance for everyone ~ partici~ts 
m sports. The federal government will be seeking reater 
cooperation with the provinces on this matter. 
At this time Canada has no world class coaches of its 
own. The federal ~overnment will assist in the develop- 
ment of a coaching school, in conjunction with the 
universities. 
Thefederalgove~mentwfll seeknew techniqu~in sport i 
reseiirch and. spo~di~li~T~b arid, lo0k •toward impr0vea ":. 
use of existli~q-facilitles.'across Canada. ~ :'~ 
There will be thirt~eli seminars to hear discussion of 
these and other matteFs between ow and January, one m 
Vancouver on November 2~.. I hope some of you mill take 
the opportunity to make your views hear& If you would like 
a copy of the green ~aper, or ff yott have any comments on 
this msue, please write to me care of the House of Commons 
Ottawa. K1A 0X2. 
Finance Minister 
TAX MEASURES ANNOUNCED 
Finance Minister Jean Chrefien has announced that the 
federal government's wage and price controls will be 
phased out over a year after next April 14. 
At the same time, during the throne speech debate, Mr. 
Clu'etien announced a personal income tax cut of up to $100 
for low and middle income taxpayers. A married ~xpaYer 
with two children and an income of $15,000 a year will get an 
extra $,50 in take home pay for the months January and 
February. This tax cut affects about s~ million wage 
earners. 
More details on this and the other economic measures 
introduced byMr. Chrotien can also be obtained by writing 
to me at the House of Commons. 
Teaching kids 
brushing habits 
LONDON, Ont. (CP) -- The first view from the waiting 
room shows two rows of gangly legs--seme with crumpled 
knee socks pushed around the ankles, others with washed- 
out jeans and fidgety sneakers. 
The legs belong to children flat on their backs having 
their teeth checked, cleaned and polished free at Faushawe 
College's new dental-hygiene clinic. 
• An obvious question is how eight squirming children are 
Kept still while dental hygiene students rummage about in 
their mouths for tlu'ee hours. 
First, said Corinne Falconer, dental hygienist and clinic 
instructor, the procedure doesn't hurt--nn drilling is done. 
Second, students must hove practical experience as 
dental assistants before they can take the course. "All the 
girls (none of the 16 students in this particular ~roup is 
male) have had working experience, taking trmning as 
dental assistants, so they are used to working with 
patients," Ms. Falconer said. 
Graduates ofthe clinic go into two fields of work-~-public 
health and private practice. The public health field includes 
research on tooth care, surveys, health education i schools 
and other forms of preventive dentistry. 
Students chat with the children as teeth are worked on, 
and the patients can also watch what is happening in their 
mouths ~th  a hood-held mirror. 
PROPER BRUSHING TAUGHT 
The children are taught proper brushing habits and are 
urged, when necessary, tosee their dentists for more work. 
They even are given free toothbrushes. 
The students will work with all ages, but they deal mainly. 
with the younger set during the begiuning of the ache! 
year. 
Ms. Falconer said children present fewer complexPrub- 
lems than adults and are a good starting point for students. 
"Later, we will need older patents o we can do scaling'of 
teeth or more sophisticated work. It's a building.block sort 
of thing, with increased work each week." 
Parents are encouraged to attend the clinicwith children, 
she said. 
• "With a five-year.old child, the parent can encourage the 
child to take care of his teeth later." 
The clinic, which is free to anyone, has a problem getting 
enough parents to take Fanshawe up on its offer. 
"We never have enough," Ms. Falconer said. 
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Bankers.. tmong the most exploited 
Don't squabble, get out and organize, unions told 
PENTICTON, B.C. (CP) to "divide the spoils before warned Tuesday. groups of workers." Congress (CLC) policy labor leaders in their fight referring to Jack Munro, representing employees of 
-- In the drive to organize the hatile has even started," "The 150,000 bank Singlersaid the federation which urges all affiliates in against sections in two bills regional president of the the now-disbanded Van- 
bank workers, competing the British Columbia workers are not going to be 'was  contributing to the the labor movement to "to introduced by  the Social International Woodworkere couver Resources Board 
unions must he careful not Federation of Labor was organized by all of us sitting problem by specifically rally and organize ... to set Credit government, of America, wbo had and would abolish the 
on our narrow jurisdictional picking out the OTEU for up a nationalunion for bank "It is extremely difficult ridiculed a poll by the foder- faculty association of Notre 
interests," Laraine Singler support, people," for your executive to stem ation executives to assess Dame University in Nelson, ,~~j~n;~,, issue , the B.C. Government MAKESSTRIDES ' • A delegate from the the tide of anti- labor supportforageneralstr ike B.C. 
Employees Union told An independent union, the Canadian Union of Public against anti-labor laws. Those sections were sub- 
, delegates to the federation's Service; Office and Retail 
legislation when a labor 
Employees (CUPE) sk c i I b u p n , Munro said he had not sequenUy withdrawn, but a 
~( '~  [~ '~P . , , ~ m e s m a n s L ,  ," annual convention. Workers Union of Canada suggested that he Canadian criticizes the action planned been told specifically new amendment was 
Singier and other (SORWUC), has made the labor movement should by the executive council and whether the report referred brought in removing 
delegates criticized the most headway in organizing support 0TEU organizing affiliated unions," the to him. university faculty members 
PENTICTON, B.C. (CP) only political party we have federation executives for B.C. bank workers, efforts in the provinces executive report said. The p~)ssibility of a from the jurisdiction of the 
• urging affiliates to back SORWUC, a relatively where SORWUC isn't "Not only did. such general strike was raised B.C. Labor Cod~=, 
--The federal government's that gives a damn abeut he local 15 of the Office and new union dedicated to organizing, criticism weaken the cen- after tbe intreduction oftwo Guy refnse~to name the 
national unity campaign "is . hopes and aspirations of Technical Employees Union organizing working women, Lea Guy, secretary- tral labor body's bargaining government bills with person referred to in the 
political gamesmanship of working people." (OTEU) in its eampaiggn to has won certifieation from treasurer of the federation, strength on the specific sections which would report "because it is a dead 
the worstkind," Joe Morris, Morris said`here seams to organize bank workers, the Canada Labor Relations defended the executive issue involved in this ease, decertify . the unions issue now." 
president of the Canadian be a ~dely-held view that The federation executives Board to represent workers recommendation to support but the criticism prevented 
LaharCongross(CLC),said said intheir annual report at15 hank branchesin B.C. the OTEU because it is once a person becomes a your elected represen, r . . . . . . . . .  " "  . . . .  " ' - "  
Tuosda~,. labor leader, he "is sup- "if the labor movement is and has applied for certifi- federation policy to back its tatives from planning 
Morris said in an in- posed to be neutered not careful, differences eation inl0otherbranehes, affiliated unions, similar strategy when ) TERRAOE LITTLE THEATllE 
terview .employment  and ~"]~iWe~,Y': not that kind" of between unions may well Sin~]er said she was dis- .Guy referred in the further legislation was in- ) presents 
inflation are the country's ' get in the way of the el- appointed the federation executive report to a troduced that threatened 
fective organization of one executive had not recom- damaging split in the our existence." ) ' ~ ~ C  ~ ~'~ '~C~"  
major problems "and ff we ha bYo.~i s said the British of Canada's most exploited mended the Canadian Labor federation which hurt B.C. He apparently was can cure. those t o
problems, I think national Columbia labor movement ) 
imity can go a long way to has problems, but it brought 
being solved." some of the problems on Recommend acceptance ) NOVEMBER 
Earlier, Morris said in a itself by net working ac- ) . . . .  ~ " - - - - - -  - -  3, 4, 9, 10, 11 and 12th • tively enough tO reelect he 
New Democratic Party 
It is'time c ' Y g . " said Tuesday ' 
turn•dour hand to thewheel venfion approvm a ,~. . " . . . . .  / 4 1  • " " " the , .e  rovosal m conmme~ of savmg this COuntry from resolution urgznig . a. ,.~,~i.... ,-........ffi~..,~ 
Its pohtleians and  from 240,000.member f serauo . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
;,o,,~t,,. "and all democratic minded .©vur~ ana nas oeen sen~ m repo- • .  m P_Z; JL 'A~ULuum 
s and Labor Minister Al lan. f SUPPORT NDP people to close, rank Williams. Details of -- • ~ n m m ~ , ~  
bc?oe~ ab 
ofwork, ' I  IIi ~ b K y l a r l  t r u s n e a  w h e a l  T.T ,q 11. .  Spo esmen for the Crown " r~1111~ o u t  ferry corporation were 
~,~ oF, . ,•  j L~,~ . unavailable for comment, il~lll~|~{" " I*~....__ J~  * ~ ...... 
/~ • 1 McKee was appointed ~ ~ * , ~  ~ ~ | 
I ' tT  1 (3  r t l '111~ (3 '11~/ '~111~ special mediator by the Prices Effedive , ~:" .. ~ ~  . : .= .~ M ~ ~  , /d l~  7"-~ 
WASHINGTON (AP) -- .-As originally • • 1 " "  . could solve the areas of November 2to S . ' .% " '  11 * ~ ~'~ • . . bitter disagreement be- S ced  , ,  Carter niled the dole ations . . ,,~,,~,v,o,,,,,,u,, o__ .a__ . -_1-  • ; " "" President p established, HA• g f~nnn fh~s *tun c=,rh~c= ~h,~.h M,lulzadRe-.hrSzrew,-S~ore, 
United States out of the contninedrepresentativesof . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~m~eae~d/:~:Sdml:¶C~|w;¢k. ~ ~ / ) ~ / ~ , , ~ ' - ~ - i 3 ~ d [ I U W I U I I  ImX [ ~ m , ~ e ~ . ~ ~  : /,.',[.~ 
li ~t ak ~r  abe  r t labor, industry and . . . .  o.,~m.,.,.,~...,,,,~,. ~ ~ ~ A ~  T...-.e I B r ~ l l ~ ! /  
Organizati°n~~"I~-O-')"~O~ gg~"em-~ent'~:F~a~'repre'' '  Water,ate ' - - - "   yo, 
.Tu. ~.~day.;~ii}.a'tk~[ t l  t im ' ~ted  dsbWnC.o~titue.ncy.. Z:~, ~ f - . . : . . .~  , . ~ ~ . ~ 0 /  7 ,40Z . . . . . . . . .  ~ ~ " ~ .. , • ' 
u,~. wimorawm from a Now too many aexegauons . . i,,"T~_l;i ~viv/_~t'~ "~..,-.; *. ~ ~ ~ . 
United Nations a[gency since represent' "governments h l l lV ,  c t low,  ~ i l r ,e j~v iMI l~  ~oooooooo•eoooo•eoo••eo•e•e•e•e••e•e•e•e•e ¢ l . , . ,n . . . , l .  
" J~J I~L,L J ,~A~L • • tdP' I lk  I~ I IU~ the world orgamzation was almost exclusively. ~) ~ m , ~  • ~ • . 
foundodin1945 . . . .  " ' ~ " F I  - -  " h • 
Carter said the ILO is no The ILO aims at nn- . ~ • 
longer committed, to its p..rowng..w0rld, labor~ con; charged , 1 I1111QW 
original  purpose--to ira- ~,,~o~,.Hvnngst~uams.,,an 3 ~n~.w,,,,,,,-,~,,, o^- ' . .  m n m ; ~ • • • • •vnn  
~o~d"~e'worl 'd."Cr i t ies s~b, i~.  The agency has ~ete(I Water.ga~ burLg~!ar %l l t / ln i r l t  ; ~ I I  
say the agency has i.croas: ~e~.a  ma,n .souree o! ~p~_ ~ur~ls ~s  _,een ~ n v l q ~ l l ~  e • ' U ~ l l ~  
• "~',~;nolu . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  fallen .nd~r .qttv|p~tand smusucs on nouns, pay ann c~( .~ w.,m t.~r~.~u~, u ' . l ' . .  ." - -•  []  • • 
,m.;.,~ w,,,.Ta ,~,,,-,,;.=t;n. labor safety, woman who • cia~ns mey n m d l  a l l •  • • I V  • • , , , , ,  , . _ . .  ,,v.a.--.--.. ~.t~ ...^.^ - -o ;" - "~ t ^  as mm I m  
• rawin ,~..  w©,© a~,~:~,  ,, " • . .~  he was ~t~n ~ WON NOBEL PRIZE . . . ina te  President John MlnffnH  • ~ .~,_:_ i 
u ~ au or~ lrom me , In ' • x r ,u , , ,  ' '  PP" " N recent years, nsetup  Kenned~ in Dallas, Tex. ' • , • 
.Carter cr it ic ized the. U teofmi. l t ra ining court•sin Sturms. 52. of Miami was ~ ~ . ~ '  ~N~1|!"(1 ,~]]f l i~{~ __  • * Sesame 11 (|01¢ 
sflar I ,or a alga - , , - v~ , ,~- -vv  , , , - , vv~ - p Y P" former colonial areas of , ' h t  in the " • • • " an • • . seized Monday mg * Potato p?mfing_ .rec.ord on hum. Africa and Asia. It recetvod "Mnnhnf ton  ~nn~, tm, -n t  af * Sourdough f~f~l~. , .  • , , , , , , ,~ , , ,  1 TTT1 " ~ J ~  • - -  , ~--~l}~i~l  
• • . . . . . . .  " . . . . . . . .  • . • FacKag n his but ne zeclge0 ms " • en.l~ _, . . . . .  toPthe world ~e.Nobalpesceprizeonits Mari~Loren~and e~rged * Mu l t t -Graxn[~U~.  * IUU~0 wn0te wneat I ~ ( I ( ~ I A ,  .,, ,~ 
mu ' ,u. pp.urt ~0m anmvenary" m" le~.  with" harassment and - - _  . . IBfff'~l~ ~ I I  - • l l ~ I I [  J i l l  - • v, . t  . . . . . . . . . . .  
°~h~za'u°n',-~mains read,, Carter's decision will coercion in connection with x t tazsm ~l |  J l l~'t- - - / I I  _* , roT,  ~T,  ~ I1  1 ' ~ I~~k~lVe_  
toreturnwileneverthe~L-(~ weaken the ILO. The U.S. the test!mony she .gave  Package•f6  : ~ THin   llce0  an0wlc, ' I I l ~ I I  : 
; . . . .  ; .  ,,..o t,, ;~ ,,,',,,,,,r contribution to the ILO has investigators mr t ie louse • I i l  Jmml l l k~J i~ l  • 
• ,, been $~ million a ear of Representatives tom- ~ • • principles and rec~tVur~s, . , . • • • 
Cartt.~' said. [I~: statement about one.fourth o[ its mittee on ~sassmations.. m Skylark  • 24  oz. Shced Loaf  ~ ~  3 Sky lark  
• bu et "rne committee m - • • was read to reporters by dg . . . . .  • 
Labor Sece ry . y However, Marshall . ld  . . . .  . o , ,  . . . .  , , .  ' 1 "  • • i . lnmae#. ln  r ta F Ra , vesti •ring rumors sti l l  sur- , 1 A Great go - together !  i • 
M hall " " " " ' "~"~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : • • ~ars~ . ;  . . . . . . .  ,,,,,,,,,,. thea, gency will, tongue. to  assassination. " ' l ~ U  , _ _  . _ _  , U I V I l l ~ l l l ~  
n~.~.p  Tun ~uaa , ,~u recewemoneyzrommeu.~. ~a nrioinnl |nvp;: "at " n l '~"  ~ • n _ n n nn __ _ • - -  
MarnaU ave mesetour . . . . . . . . .  o- . . . . . . . .  ti=atlo , .  reanuT  D O T T e r  g , because, it obtams part of the Warren Commission • • D J reasons for Carter s the regular U S con- by . • • 
deClSlOn to w~thdraw from Irlbution to UN O' ratin led to the finding that / n • S 'm • . n W " n - -  
. . . . . .  g Kennedysa~ass inwas~ • • ' I I~ l~ l l~ l l~  
the agency: funds. He said the ~..S: also "o,',,e,, Oswald and that he ~ U I l ~ • -- .-. , ~ i  i ~ • 
--ThelLOhasnotappli.ed will continue to contribute :~'t',,'~b,,,, ' = =  _,. ~mnress  ~rana  vmr~! /m. ; ta r r~mx • r~^oo, o~,  . ~ . . ~ .  
C l H~m~e. n~ze~/e gp eularu~rB tter~~~q) l ~Pi:n: ud w'th ¢ 
!'without ade"uate in minimal and that the with- coos~t~ted authority," . . . .  ! /~ /  ~ J )  • Sandwich 48 oz. tin . . . . . . . .  . l [~ i  . - - ] ~  , 24 oz. ~U)~J )  
"~ " drawal sets no U.S. He was jailed after $25,000 ~'acKage of S__/.~/ ~b; ,~ eoooom.eoooooooooooooo•eeee•eeeooooe••o•ee e Sliced Loaf  "~"  ~ , '  vestigation." ,, a)oo~q 
ILo--P°litics°ftenentersint°consideratlons and pr cedent•regarding other bail was set by State FSky l  Thin " - - "  UN age cies, Supreme Court Justice ~bvlark 
countries are' condemned He denied that leaving the Milton Sam•rodin. 
' for "extraneous poHt ica l "~.asons ,  influenceK'Ow°uldincreaseS°vLetin the agency. Friday,Arralgmnent was set for ark _ Sliced )Raisin B r e a  
' ' ' ' " '  ' ""' i ,  1 New Business umpernickel H0vis Serve toasted ,-, ,--,rex ,--,C~d~ ~ 
Not listed in our Bread Loaf s,ioo, f.U  
BoC. Te l~rector , .~ iserve  with Great  with i°°**° Soft Murgu, i E, MARR DISTRIBUTORS LTD. .  638.1761 cold cuts. Cheese 
IBd lm ,~L  
MARR'S BOOKKEEP ING & 16 OZ. Loaf  16 oz. Loaf  n~_ 
ACCOUNTING- 638-17~1 • i V  
• ~ ~ Empress Brand. 
.&JAUTOMOTIVES-638-8484 rub*Harvest  ,St0negr0und Spread on all Sky lark  ____e_Listd , . , , , ,  Breads and Buns 
~, 1 lb. Plast ic tub  
Here/ SERVICES: 635.4227 L Kye lOOqo Whole Wheat "*' 
ALL.WEST GLASS - 638.1166 I ~ ~ ~ ~ I 16 OZ. Loaf  16 oz. Loa f  
Free - for ONE month courtesy of THE 
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The Herald reserves the right 
to classify ads under ap- 
propriate headings and to set 
rates therefore and to deter. 
mine page location. 
The Herald reserves the right 
to revise, edit, classify or reject 
any advertisement and to retain 
any answers directed to the 
Herald Box Reply Service, 
andto repay the customer the 
sum paid for the advertisement 
and box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" In. 
struotlons not picked up within 
10 days of expiry of an ad. 
verflsement will be destroyed 
unless mailing Instructions are 
received. Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not to 
send Originals of documents to 
avoid loss. 
All claims of errors In ad. 
vertlsements must be received 
by the publisher within 30 days 
after the first publication. 
It Is agreed by the advertiser 
requesting space that the 
liability of the Herald in the 
event of failure to publish an 
advertisement or In the event of 
an error appearing In the ad. 
vertlsement as published shall 
be limited to theamount paid by 
the advertiser for only one 
Incorrect Insertion for the 
portion of the advertising space 
occupled by the Incorrect or 
omlfled Item only, and that 
there shall be no liability to any 
event greater than the amount 
paid for such advertising. 
Advertisements must comply 
with the British Columbia 
Human Rights Act which 
prohibits any advertislng that 
discriminates against any 
person because of his race, 
religion, sex, color, nationality, 
ancestry or place of origin, or 
because his age Is between 44 
and 65 years, unless the con. 
dltlon is Justified by a bona fide 
requirement for the work in- 
volved. 
Sterling Publishers Ltd. 
Publ ished at Ter race  
B.C. 5days  a week 
i 
1. Coming Events 
-Skeena District Glrl Guides 
would like to announce the 
opening of a Land Ranger 
Company In the Thornhlll area. 
Girls between the ages of 14 and 
18 who are interested please call 
635.3061 or 638-1269 (ctf) 
A Tea and Bazaar will be held In 
Knox United Church on Sat. 
Dec. 3 from 2 to 4:30 P.M. 
The I.O.F. regular meetlngs.3rd 
Saturday of each month at the 
Slumber Lodge at 8 p.m. 
Terrace Chess Club is looking 
for new players. Everybody, 
Including beginners, are 
welcome to attend. 
Games and Instruotloo are 
every Wednesday et 7:00 p.m. 
at the Terrace Swimming Pool 
Board Room. For Information 
Phone Joe at 635.5419 (cff) 
The Terrace Art Association 
wil l  be sponsoring a pre. 
'Christmas sale of arts and 
crafts on Dec. 4, If there Is 
sufficient Interest on the part of 
local artists and crafts people. 
pay group, Individual, or 
organization Interested Ir 
havlng~a display or booth should 
phone 635.7562 or 635.4395 before 
Nov. 1, or write the Terrace Art 
Association, Box 82, Terrace. 
An open InvitMIon to attend a 
Celebrity Jewellry Party. 
Come and have coffee and see 
the lewellery display. 
Wednesday November 2nd 8 
p.m. at the new Child 
Development Center, 2510 South 
Eby St. 
A percentage of the sales will 
be donated to the centre. 
PARENTS IN CRISIS 
Are you making your own life 
and your children's miserable? 
Do you constantly yell at your 
children, or hit them, or find it 
hard to control your angry 
feelings toward them? 
P.I.C.'s goal Is to help you 
become the loving constructive 
Monday to Friday, mi:k'nlng~t - *~parent yourea~ly wbnt to be. 
All enquiries absolutely con. 
PUBL ISHER 
W.R. (B i l l )  Loisel le  
SUBSCRIPT ION RATES 
Ef fect ive October  1, 1977 
Single Copy 20c 
By Car r ie r  ruth 3.00 
By Car r ie r  year  36.00 
By Ma i l  3 mth 12.00 
By Ma i l  6 mth  22.00 
By Ma i l  year  40.00 
Senior Cit izen year  20.00 
British Commonwealth and 
United States of America 1 year 
51.00. 
BOX 399, Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 2M9 
Telephone: 
112.604.635.6357 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
Thornhlll & District 
Phone 635-6357 
1. Coming Events * 
Loyal Order of Moose Lodge No. 
1620, Terrace, B.C. Meeting 
held every 2nd and 4th Thur- 
sday every month at 8 p.m. 
Phone 635.6641. (ctt) 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 8 
lAthe Skesna Health Unit. For 
more Information phone 635- 
2847 or 635.3023. 
Kermode Four Wheelers 
Meetings 1st Wednesday of each 
month at 8 p.m. In the meeting 
room at the Sandman Inn. For 
further Information phone 635- 
3442. 
Meeting - Terrace B.P.O.E. 
(Elks Lodge). First and Third 
Thursday of month. O.O.R.P. 
(Ladles of the Royal Purple) - 
Second and Fourth Nk~day of 
Month. 
Weight Watchers meeting held 
every Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the 
Knox United Church Hall, 4907 
Lazelle Avenue. 
Order ot the Royal Purple. 
Novelty bake sale Saturday 
Nov. 19 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Elks 
hall corner of Sparks and Park. 
Donuts and coffee 50 cents. 
(ctf-Nov.19) 
FOR a mob; memorable 
evening In your life, plan on 
attending the third annual Big 
Band Dance. Dec. 3 at Skeena 
Junior High. (CTF) 
fldentlal. 
~hone'Mary or John 635.4419 
Jane 638.9302 
Thornhlll Community Center 
committee will be holding a 
meeting Wed. Nov. 2 at 7:30 
p.m. Thornhlll Community 
Center . Anyone Interested 
please attend. (nc20,1,2) 
Golden Rule: Odd lobs for the 
lobless. Phone 635.4535. 3238 
Kalum. (ctf) 
Rebekah Lodge Tea and 
Bazaar, Sat. Nov. 5, 2.4 p.m. 
Elk's Hall Raffle draw 4 p.m. 
Did Age Pensioners Tea and 
Bazaar Sat. Nov. 12, 1:304:30 
p.m. Arena Banquet Room.' 
Raffle draw 4:00 p.m. (ctf Nov.) 
What's Happening in Terrace 
BI-monthly meeting of Beta- 
Omega Chapter of Beta Sigma 
Phi, are held at 8:00 p.m. 1st 
and 3rd Tuesdays of every 
month. Anyone interested may 
phone Anne Twldle at 635-4694. 
Rebecca Lodge • Meeting every 
2nd and 4th Wednesday of the 
month, 8:00 p.m. at various 
homes. 
B.P.O.E.- Regular bingo - 
Wednesday nlght et Elk's Hall. 
Skeana Health Unit - 3215 Eby 
Street, are having their Pre. 
Natal classes starting another 6 
week course. 
- Baby Clinic every Tuesday 
starting at 1:30 p.m. 
- Thornhlll Baby Clinic every 
2nd & 4th Friday at the COm. 
munlty Centre from 1:30- 4:00 
p.m. 
• Adult Clinics - Men. Wed. & 
Frl., from 3:00 • to 4:00 p.m. 
- V.D. Clinic - 3:00 p.m. every 
Men. & Thurs. 
KITIMAT- "COFFEE HOUSE 
OPENING" 
The 'Goat Cellar' coffee house 
In Kltlmat will be opening for Its 
fall season Friday night 
November 4th at 8:00 p.m. 
Featured will be the poet Ken 
Belford who is sponsored by the 
Canada Council. Local talent 
will be headlined by "Lightning 
Lips Leroy" and "The King of 
Rock and Roll." 
The 'Goat Cellar' will be In 
operation the first Friday of 
each month throughout he 
winter. It Is held In the 
basement of First United 
Church on Kingfisher across 
from the Nechako Centre. 
Anyone Interested In en- 
tertaining Is Invited to call 
Anthony Glfford at 632.3336. 
(nc4) 
1. Coming Events 
Nutrition classes will be held 
Nov. 9.16.23-30th in the St. 
Matthews Anglican Church 
basement starting at 7:00 to 9. 
Everyone Is welcome that is 
Interested In learning how to 
prepare good nutritious main 
course meals with out uslng 
meat, plus how to make dlf. 
ferent breads and salads. 
There Is a registration fee of 
S15.00. (ncA) 
St. Mathew's Anglican Church 
Christmas Bazzar. Sat. Nov. 26. 
at 2 p.m. 
9. In Memor iam 
In Loving Memory of Mary 
Cobbs Lawrence who passed 
away November 2, 1975. 
Upright and just In all her ways, 
Loyal and true through all her 
days, Silently suffered, 
patiently love, God took her 
home to suffer no more. Sadly 
missed by the family. (pl-2) 
14. Business Personal 
Ceramlcs by Pearl 
W~k Shop. Call 635.3854 for 
further Information. 
(elf.feb 14.78) 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Refrlgeratlve Contracting and 
household repairs. Phone 635. 
5076 or 638.1231. (ctf) 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD 
Class A Electrical Contracting. 
Free Eslmetes." Phone 635-5876 
or 638-1231. (ctf) 
MOVING ??? 
CHECK BUDGET'S LOW 
ON E-WAY TRUC K RATES 
TH ROUGHOUT WESTE RN 
CANADA. 
CALL TOLL FREE 
112-800-663-3478 
BUDGET RENT A TRUCK 
oWebb Refrigeration 
4623 SOUC I E 635-2188 
e 
Authorized 
Service Depot 
Repairs to Refrigerators 
Freezers, Wauhers, Dryers, 
And Ranges 
(ctf) 
I I  . . . .  
PIAHO TUNIHG 
CAL L 635-4080 
RAY BYFIELD 
for appointment 
(ce.14) 
I 
BOOK NOOK - 
We Buy and sell 
Used Books 
3992B - Old Lakelse Rd. 
635-3081 
(p~.4) 
19. Help Wanted 
HELP WANTED: Large 
National Company requires 
sales person for Terrace, 
Kitimat, Prince Rupert area. 
Usual company benefits. 
Experienced In Industrial sales 
preferred but not necessary. 
Please reply in writing to Mr. 
Roberts at 7786 Langcester 
Crescent Prince George, B.C. 
Full resume preferred. (c15.4) 
TAXI DRIVERS 
Full time, part time. Class 4 
Ilcence and police permll 
required. Contact manager, 
Terrace Taxi - 635-2242 (ctf) 
HELP WANTED: Baby sifting 
needed 2 mornings a week, one 
child, your home or mine. 
Kalum and Graham area. 
Joyce 635.5007 (p3-4) 
WANTED: After School Day 
careneeded'for 6 year old In the 
Thornhlll school area. Own 
transportation helpful. Call 635. 
3642 after 6 p.m. (stf) 
32. Bicycles, Motorcyc les  
FOR SALE: 1-1977 Suzuki 
GTS00 motorcycle, 800 mile, 
black, new condition, or willing 
to trade for car of equal value. 
3225 Sparks. (p5.5) 
33. For  Sale - Misc. 
FOR SALE: Apples for sale. 
Phone 635.5986 or call at 4919 
McDeek. (p2-3) 
33. For  Sale - Misc. 
FOR SALE. 4 belted snow tires- 
G78x 14 on rims, to fit GM cars. 
Phone 635-3136. (C4.2) 
Citizen band radio with 
base antena S100. 4 .  6SOx15 
snowtlres 560. Phone John 63S. 
5850 or 635.7324 (p10.10) 
SUNDANCE 
FAMILY TRAMPOLINES 
Your No. I investment in year 
round fun & fitness for the whole 
family. (Indoor preschool 
models are now available.) The 
Ideal Xmas giftl 
Sundance Trampolines are 
weatherproof, compact for 
storage, maintenance free & 
fully guaranteed. 
Phone or write Sundance 
right away for free brochures. 
SUNDANCE TRAMPOLINES 
1358r-- S E YMOU R ST. 683-4333 
VANCOUVER, B.C. V6B 3P5 
34. For  Rent - Misc. 
FOR RENT 
COMMERCIAL 
STORAGE SPACE 
Do you require extra storage 
space ? 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY 
"kHEATED PREMISES 
"*Regularly patrolled 
"kCentrally located 
R EASONABL E RATES 
CA k L 635-6357 
For further details 
Monday to Friday 
Ask for BILL 
38 Wanted - Misc. 
WANTED TO BUY: 1 garage 
door. 7x9 Call evenings 635-9785 
(i)4.4) 
44. Room & Board 
FOR RENT: 2 bedroom apt. 
with frldge and stove. $125.00 
per month. Westerhof Apt., 
Nelson Rd. Phone 635.6904. (c4- 
2) 
NEARTOWN - Sleeping room 
for rent with own bathroom 
facilities. With private en- 
trance. Phone 635.4013. View at 
2703 South Eby. (c5.4) 
47. Homes for Rent 
2 bedroom house near 
Vocational School $175.00 per 
month. Phone 635.4453 (c5.4) 
HOUSE FOR RENT: 2 
bedroom place for rent with 
fridge and stove for more In -  
formation call 635-4697.. (pl-2) , 
48. Suites for  Rent 
i 
~EYSTON E COU RT 
A, P ARTMENTS 
Office No. 2 - 4603 Scott. One, 
two and three bedroom part- 
meats. Laundry & Storage 
area. Near schools and 
~owntown. Clear., quiet. 
spacious, security Iock,~ and 
~atrol. 
635.s224 
ctf) 
Olinton Mano  i 
Furnished or unfurnished studio I 
or 1 bedroom apartments. I 
Security enterphone. Sauna.J 
635.3941 I 
636-1032 j 
• CEDAR PLACE 
APARTMENTS 
4931 Walsh Avenue 
Suite i13 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-7056 
New 1, 2 and 3 bedroom suites 
for rent. Frldge, stove, drapes, 
carpet, recarea, sauna and pool 
table, with security enJ 
terpohone and elevator. Ab. 
solutely no pots. 
KALUM GARDENS 
3 bedroom apartment f~r rent, 
some with basement a~d car. 
port, private entran'ce and 
patio. To view see full time 
caretaker at Apt. No.8 on Scott 
Ave east of Kalum or phone 63S. 
4841. (ctf) 
2 bedroom fully furnished 
trailer In Thornhlll no animals 
$175.00 per month. 3347 Kofoed 
Dr. 635.2462. (P4-2) 
48. Suites for "Rent 
3 bedroom row housing suites. 
Full" basement, 11/2 baths, i/2 
block from schools. 3 miD. walk 
from town. Suitable for 
families. S2S0 per mmth. 6 
months lease. Apply suite 118, 
3330 Kalum. (cff) 
FOR RENT: Fully furnished In 
Thornhlll 12x64 3 bedroom 
trailer. Located at 3347 Kofoed 
Drive With washer and dryer,  
economical to heat $250 per 
month. No animals. 635.2482 
BLANKET BRITISH 
COLUMBIA, YUKON 
CLASSIFIED ADS 
MORTGAGE MONEY 
Mortgage Money. Any amount 
(25 years amortization). 1st 
mortgage from 10 percent, 2nd 
mortgage from 12V2 percent. 
Residential ,  Commercla 
Builders Interim Buslnes: 
Loans. J.D. Phillips Capital 
"Corporation, 10673 King George 
HELP WANTED: Qualified 
bread and pastry baker needed. 
Apply Courtenay Bakery, Box 
3218, Courtenay, B.C. VgN 5N4. 
(nc2) 
HELP WANTED: Newspaper 
person with solid advertising 
and management skills for 
rapidly expanding community 
(weekly) newspaper near 
Vancouver. Opportunity for 
ownership position possible to 
right person. Apply in writing 
(p&4) Highway, Surrey, B.C. V3T 2X6. listing qualifications and ex- 
-1~ - ~ Phone588.0411 or evenings 585. perlence to: Box 104, The 
! HILLSIDE LODGE ! 1603. Communicator, 909, 207 West 
I ,,so LIItle Avenue I (ctf 1st and 3rd) Hastings St., Vancouver, B.C. 
ISleelplng rooms, housekeeping| ~ ~ - -  VGB 1H7. (nc2) 
,units, centrally located. Fully, r c : - - ( - -o 'mDo- -o4m~-- - -o4m~: ,m ~ 
|furnished. Reasonable rates byl 
Jdey or week. Non-drlnkersl IJ i 
p,,. Phone (ctf) I j "LOOK 
! 
49 Homes for  Sale ~ As  low as  $200.00 you can buy a 14' wide 
HOUSE FOR SALE: 3 Bedroom 1 
l mObile horn "fur:s~':: ' '  ' i e p and delivered 
j Phone Mr. George- collect 434.9175 j 
hous~i Wall to wall carpet, full. 
basement, gas heat, close to 
school and town. Drive by 4921. 
Park: or phone for appointment 
635.7382 or 635-7594 (f.m.w 
lmth) 
57. Automobi les  
FOR SALE: 1965 Dodge 
Msnaco 2 door hard top. Bucket 
seato. Floor console. Good 
condition. Phone 635.2351 after 
4 p.m. (pS.S) 
FOR SALE: 1976 G.M.C. Van 6 
cyl. 292 cu. In. 3 speed manual, 
=/4 finished Interior. 30,000 ml. 
Phone ¢15.7393 (p4-4) 
FOR SALE: 65 VW Bug $300. 
Phone 635.4584 (i)2.2) ' 
FOR SALE:i976 Ford =~ton 4x4 
with 6' cab over camper. 11,000 
miles.Extra gas tank, 2 spares 
& tool box. Phone 638-1831. (C5- 
3) 
LFOR. SALE: 1974 Ro~l Ran, 
chero Squire Side mouldlng~ 
with vinyl roof. Tape deck, new 
radials. Excellent condition. 
Asking $3,100.00. Phone 635- 
3463. (P5.3) 
FOR SALE: 1969 .Vauxall Veva 
4-door Sedan $400. Phone 638- 
1232 (p3.2) 
FOR SALE: 1972 Chev Impala 
V$ Automatic P.S. & P.B. Open 
to offers. Will consider snow 
mobile as part payment. 635. 
3741 (p3.20,2,4) 
58. Mobi le  Homes 
FOR SALE: 10x~ 2 bedroom 
trailer. Full price $3500 can be 
bought rental purchase. 
Located at 3347 Kofoed Dr. 
Phone 635.2482 (p4.4) 
REPOSSESS IONS 
Two 1974 Mobile Homes for 
sale. One 12x56 two bedroom, 
one 12x48 three bedroom. Both 
IDeated In local trailer courts. 
Paxlous to sell, best offer before 
November 10, 1977, will be 
considered. Contact Gerry 
WarreD, Assistant Manager 
Royal Bank, Terrace, 635.7117. 
(cO.4) 
FOR SALE: Must sell, 8x44 tout 
trailer with Jeey shack. Set up 
In Timberland Trailer Park. 
$4,000. Phone John 635.5850 or 
635.7324 (p10.10)" 
60. Tenders 
Tenders are Invited for 
alterations to the premises at 
2506 Kenny St. (New basement) 
list of alterations and viewing of 
the Fremlses may be obtained 
by calling 635.2547 after 6 I).m. 
(p20,2,4) 
60. Legal  
NOTICE TO 
CREDITORS 
IN THE MATTER OF THE 
ESTATE OF FRANK CARL 
CUGLIETTA, formerly of 
Terrace, B.C. 
Creditors and others having 
claims against he above Estate 
are required to send full par- 
ticulars of such claims to 
Crampton & Brown, 4658 
Lezelle Avenue, Terrace, 
British ColD robin, on or before 
the 1st day of January, 1978, 
after which date the assets of 
the said Estate will be 
distributed, having regard only 
to the claims that have been 
received. 
SHARON CUGLIETTA, Ad= 
mlnlstrator 
CRAMPTON & BROWN 
Solicitors tor the Estate 
TOP TRADE IN ALLOWANCES 
GIVEN ON NEW 12', 14 - -  or iii! 
DOUBLE WIDE MOBILE HOMES.!iI! 
CALL NOW (COLLECT) iiii 
.. 434-9175 , iili 
• lease end price 
FOR PRIVATE USE OR BUSINESS 
AUTOVEST 
Before you buy, Investigate the advantages of this rent.to. 
own plan. All monies paid apply to purchase. Why tie up 
your cash or borrowing power. 1st and last months rent and 
drive away. • t . . . . .  . ~ ~ - ~  . . . . .  ~- , ,  
. . . .  EXAMPLES ~ =-?. . . . . . . . .  .,, 
Based on 36 month' ie;;s;)  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
] 
78 F 250 pickup 70 Ecenoline Van 78 C 100 Chev pu 
S14O,00per month S136,00 per month $129.00per month 
lease end price lease end price lease end price 
$2,175.00 SI,975.00 SI,875.00 
or simply return er simply return or simply return 
78 Camaro HT 78 Zephyr Sedan 78 Dodge Van 
S139.00 per month $124.00 per month $129.00 per month 
lease end price lease end price lease end price 
S2,025.00 $1,825.00 $1,875.00 
Or simply return or simply return or simply return 
70 Fiesta 3 dr. 78 F150 4 x 4 78 OIds Cutlass 
S99.00 per month $155.00 per month $139.00 per month 
lease end price lease end price 
$1400.00 S2,275.00 S2,025.00 
or simply return or simply return or simply return 
l /  • . 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 
CALL  LARRY HAYES-R ICHARDS COLLECT 
987-7111 " 
BELMONT LEASING LTD. 
1160MARINE DRIVE 
NORTH VANCOUVE R, B.C.D.00479A 
"WANTED" 
AMBITIOUS BOYS OR GIRLS 
to do carrier routes 
OH QUEENSWAY 
Good experience and earnings 
tc the right persens, 
PHONE:- DAWN 
636-6367, 
Do It Now 
Aluminum 
Sheets  
25" x 36" 
12 sheets only- 3 .75  
THE DALLY HERALD 
3212 Kalum St, Terrace 
i 
HELP WANTED. DIRECT 
SALES OPPORTUNITY. 
Promotable sales oriented 
Individual to represent In. 
dustrlal Llghflng Company In 
this area. Successful applicant 
will be contacting Industrial 
and Retell accounts on a rel ict  
basis. Company offers a con- 
tlnulng training program with 
excellent opportunity for ad- 
vancement. Automobile and 
Ihe confidence to work ona 
commission basis a must. Also 
one district manager, capable 
of training and controlling five 
direct salesmen. Please for- 
ward resume to R. Sorensen, 
6812 M, 6th St. N.E., Calgary, 
Alto. T2H 2K4. (nc2) 
FOR SALE: WOODMASTER 
automatic heater. Burns wo~d 
efficiently. Heats up to five 
rooms. Stylish design, quality 
built. See your dealer or write 
for brochure to:: . WOOD- 
MASTER, Box 91686, West 
Vancouver, B.C. V7V 3P3. (nc2) 
FOR SALE: TEN ACRES 2 
miles outside Nakusp, 11/2 acres 
partially cleared. Post and 
beam cabin,, water through 
property; cedar trees. Asking 
$30,000. Box 508, Nakusp, B.C. 
VOG 1R0. Phone 265-3146. (nc2) 
REAL ESTATE: Retiring? 
Looking for investment? 
Consider the Arrow Lakes area. 
Parkllke subdivision near 
Burton. I/2 acre lots only $6,000. 
Homes at Nakusp In the $30,000 
range. Selklrk Realty Ltd,, Box 
40, Nakusp, B.C. V0G 1R0 (nc2) 
Fitness is fun. 
Try some. 
PBRTICIPBCrlDI7~© 
OLASSIFIEB 
, ,  . . . .  
LOCAL ONLY: 
20 words or less S2.00 per In- 
sertion, over 20 words 5 cents 
per word. 
3 or more consecutive Insertions 
$1.50 per insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
First Insertion charged for 
whether run or not. 
Absolutely no refunds'after ad 
has been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2nd in- 
sertion. 
Allowance can be made for only 
one Incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
7S cents pick up. 
$1.25 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates available upon request. 
NATIONAL CLASS IF IED 
RATE: 
22 cents per agate line. 
Minimum charge $5.00 per  
Insertion. 
LEGAL - POLITICAL AND 
TRANSIENT ADVERTISING: 
$3.60 per column Inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
$4.00 per line per month. 
On a 4 month basis only. 
DEADL INE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days 
publlcatlen day. 
prior to 
CLASSIFIED: 
1:00, p.m. day prior to 
publication day. 
Service charge of $S.00 on all. " 
H.S.F. cheques. 
WEDDI~IG DESCRIPTIONS: 
No charge provided news 
submifled within one month. 
$5.00 production charge for" 
wedding and.or engagement 
pictures. News of weddings 
(write.ups) received one month 
or more after event S10.00 
charge, with or without picture. 
Subject to condensation. 
Payable In advance. 
CLASSIFIED AN- 
NOUNCEMENTS: 
Births S.50 
Engagements 5.50 
Marriages 5.50 
Deaths 5.50 
Funerals 5.$0 
Cards of Thanks 5.50 
Memorial Notices 5.50 
PHONE 635-6357 
Classified Advertising Dept. 
,ow-paying Ti-Cats won: 
see these players again 
HAMILTON (cl)) --  Five Harris, wide receiver Terry - lions last season, have been 
Evanshen, safety Steve eliminatodfromtbeplayoffs 
Gelley, runni!ng back Bill this year for the first time 
.Harrison and cornerback sinc~ 1973. 
Dave Shaw. 'Tve got nothing to show 
The Tieats, who had five for the 2.5 years l've been 
players play -out their op With the Ticals," said Shaw, 
an all-star last season. 'Tin 
inmy option year and l 
make- about  t21,500. I'm 
established in this league 
and I'll play if they PaY me. 
Otherwise I'm gone." 
Gelley, the only Canadian 
'in the league holding down" 
the difficult safety position, 
"It would cost $1 million a said he was embarrassed to 
year to sign them • for talk about his salary which 
anywhere from three to five is less than $15,000 while 
years," said Veeck. '~Tbat's most other safeties in the 
what their two paychequee league earn more than 
would have add~,d up to in t20,000. 
1978." "It would take a whole lot 
REGGIE WAS TOPS of money to keep me here," 
The paycheques produced said GeUey. "I'm the only 
from Friday's draft 'will Canadian safety in the 
total considerably more league and what Hamilton is 
than that. Last year's most paying is a joke. 
expensive free agent was "It really is emb.arassing 
slugger Reggie Jackson; the because secretarms are 
first player selected, who being paid more." 
signed for $2.9 million with liPS OTHER REASONS 
New York Yankees. And . Evanshen, a veteran of 13 
Jackson's success, par- CFL seasons, said money 
ticularly during the World was not the only reason he 
Series when he set several 
slugging records, seemed to 
justify the investment. 
The expansion Toronto 
ami l ton T iger-Cats  
ayers say they will not 
~turn to 'the Canadian 
)otball League club next 
ason because of poor pay. 
The five are slotback Mike 
Free agents put 
records on line 
NEW YORK (AP) - -  Out- 
~]der Oscar Gamble and 
Lteher Mike Torrez of- 
dally joined the list of 
zseball free agents 
uesday, declaring theiz 
,teniion to go through the 
,-lientry draft later this 
sek. 
And Bill Veeck, whose 
hicago White Sox em- 
Lwed Gamble last season, 
~clared his intention to 
~ep his wallet in his pocket 
hen the numbers tart to. 
~nb after Friday's se- 
ctioas. 
Both Gamble and Torrez 
).ld have pulled out of the 
~aft as late as Monday 
d~ight by signing with 
leir old clubs but beth 
ecided to test the free 
I eni waters instead and ded their names to the 
,n~thy list of players up for 
['aDS. 
Torrez won 17 games for 
ew York Yankees and had 
vo victories during the 
Torld Series., Gamble 
,ugged 31 home runs and 
ntt~ .297 for the White 
DX. 
Both are six-year 
eterans, one of a number of 
ategories supplying the 
layer pool for the draft. 
wo other players,.out- 
elder John Hale and pit- 
~er Diego Segui, were re- 
~oved from the list of 
tigibles as clubs entered 
;e closed predraft period 
~th no further signings 
ermitted until after the re- 
ntry process. 
Besides Gamble, the list 
available talent includes 
nother White :6~x;slugger, 
utflelder Richie Zisk, 
'eeck said it would cost $1 
zillion a year to sign" the 
~o players and that be 
~ouddn't pa~r that price. 
f 
Blue Jays own the opening 
selection in Friday's draft 
followed by Atlanta, 
Oakland, New York Mets, 
Seattle, San Diego, Mil-' 
waukee, Montreal, 
Cleveland, San Franeiseo, 
Detroit, Chicago Cubs, and 
California. 
Then come Houston, Min- 
nesota, St. Louis,' Chicago 
White Sox, Cincinnati, 
Texas, Pittsburgh, Boston, 
Los Angeles, Baltimore, 
Philadelphia, the Yankees 
and Kansas City. . 
Draft order, of course, 
means little in the over-ail 
picture since players will be 
chosen up to 13 times each 
and whether they are picked 
on the first, second, third or 
any succeeding round by a 
team makes little difference 
except o designate in which 
players individual clubs 
have the most interest. 
There life several 
wrinkles in this year's draft 
. with new categories added 
to the option playouis who 
formed the talent pool a 
yearago. 
would like to move on.' 
"There has been a 
frustration of not belonging 
to the team. It's a com- 
bination of various factors, 
butlet's justsay I have felt I 
have not been able to be 
Productive because of the 
offensive structure." 
. Harris, who expects to be 
picked early in the next Na- 
tional Football League 
draft, ,said that for a few 
dollars more the Tieats 
could have had the talent o 
get to the Grley Cup game. 
"I'm not asking fox a 
million dollars or anyt~ zg 
like that, just enough to live 
by," said Bah'is who cla'.m~.s 
• to have earned $18,000 in sis 
option year this season. 
, I  don't want to be single 
for the rest of my life and I 
don't want to worry at ut 
home and family when ~y 
career ends. All I wan is 
something I can live With, so 
I can .put a few dollars 
away." 
-Harrison, a Canadian 
running back whose 
bargainiug power is limited 
because he is not a regmar 
starter ,  will earn about 
$12,500 this year. 
Make sure they're 
Beautiful British. Columbia 
is locked znto even/  apple. 
For your copy of our apple recipe booklet, send your 
name and address with 25¢ in coin to B,C. Tree Fruits j 
~ . .  Limited, Department 'N', Kelowna, B,C, 
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HARDWARE STORES 
THE 
60RDON 
and 
ANDERSON 
bring you 
T.V. GUIDE 
JiLL LISTIHGS SUBJKOT TO ¢IMNGE WITHOUT NO 'iOE 
( 
S - ° I3  c.K (Nee) (ce~') 
Wed. November 2 
:~ Game The Newlywed 
New, 
News 
~ News 
g 
m m ~ m  
Flin.~tones ! 
f:l,,,stnnes 
MaryTyler i 
Hourglass 
dourolass 
Death Valley 
- -  [ C.H.I.P.S. 
c.H.I.P.S. 
Truth or C.H.I.P.S. 
Consequence C;H.I.P.S. 
Fortunes 
Adams Fortunes 
Grizzly Muslcamere 
~ ~ ~ 1 1  14S Adams Muslcamera 
Laugh.in Cent 
Special Cent 
i Frank Sinatra Passionate 
I l I :is I :?Y'" I Cont" 
I I • "3o/ mg . • I The Watson 
i z 'V  :45 ! Hawaii I Re ortR~_......_ 
111  .e., The Nat iona l  News Night 
Tonight Final 
145 Show Ninety Minutes 
1 Show Cont 
Tonight Cant 
i~  ~_ .  ~ ~t_~__~ 
Thurs. November 3 
, ,  t, ]Ks 
I :00 
:15 
:30 
l I I :KS 
l :45 ' 
1,5 
,p) ;Ks 
;Ks 
Wheel Of 
Fortune 
Knockout 
Knockout 
To Say 
The Least 
The Gong Show 
The Gong Show 
Hollywood 
Squares 
Days Of 
t~Jr Lives 
Days Of 
Our Lives 
The Doctors 
The Doctors 
Another 
World 
Another 
World 
Movie: 
"The Impossible 
Years" 
Cont 
Cont 
Cont 
Cont 
Cont 
B.C. 
Schools 
/~'. Dressup 
Nk. Dressup 
Sesame 
Street 
Sesame 
Street 
Gob McLean 
~hOW 
co~t' 
CBCNevvs 
I Dream 
of Jeannle 
Hollywood 
Squares 
Ryan's 
Hope 
Edge Of 
Night 
Take 
Thirty 
Celebrity 
Cooks 
Vision On 
Vision On 
What's New 
What's New 
Oster 
4 oct, I 9 ,c,, I 9 - °  (PBS) (CBS) (CTV) 
5p.m. to midnight 
Are You Mister 
Going Served Rogers 
Wlnsday Electric 
Wlnsda~ 
i News Auction '77 
News Can't 
Hour Can't 
I News .I 'Can't ! 
Grizzly Can't 
Adams Can't 
Grizzly Can't 
A d a m ~  Can't 
NHL Hockey Can't 
Toronto [ Can't 
at Co 't 
Vancouver._ Con'._~t 
Can't Can't 
Can't Can't 
Can't Can't 
Can't • Can't 
Can't Can't 
Can't Can't 
Can't Can't 
m 
CTV News Can't 
News Can't 
Hour Can't 
Final Con't 
The Late Show: 
"Our Man 
Flint" 
a l l  I I I 11 . . . . . . .  
Jean Cannem 
Show 
Definition 
Daflnltlor, 
Kareen's Yoga 
Kareen's Yoga 
It's Your Move 
It's Your Move 
Noon 
News 
Movie Motlnee 
",~o-_~e that 
Wouldn't 
Dle" 
Cent 
Cont 
Another 
World 
Another 
World 
Alan Hamel 
Show 
Alan Hamel 
Show 
Sanford and Son 
Cont 
The Gong Show 
The Gong Show 
Music 
Music 
The Black 
Experience 
Sesame 
~treet 
Sesame 
Street i 
FEATURING THIS WEEK 
lOa.m, to 6p.m, ( I  
"Electric. 
Company 
Sp,nnlno 
Stories 
Measure 
tJp 
Mulligan 
Stew 
Eledrlc 
Companv 
M Is for Music 
Art for 
the Day 
Roomnastlcs 
Art 
Starts 
The Word 
Shop 
Two Cents 
Worth 
O RDON & ANDERSON 
LTD.  - ' - '  
mrs: Tues. to Sat. 9 a.m. to 5:30 p,m. Friday 9 a.m. to 9 p.n 
Huge family.size grill cooks 'n serves moulh. 
watering recipes from breakfast through 
dessert. Heaps of delicious pancakes, ham. 
burgers, chops, eggs, vegetables, appetizers, 
grilled sandwiches, desserts (and more), make 
every meal a feast. Thermostatically Controlled 
Heat cooks evenly, keeps every recipe at proper 
cooking and serving temp..no scorching or 
burningl Large cooking area serves two or a 
hungry crowd at your home. No.stick, no scour 
surface makes easy serving and clean.up. 
Completely immersible, tool 
electric 
super grill' 
I 
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Exhaustive, study no, ,elp " The. Amazing Spider-man 
States has greatest need for 
oil. 
The eastern situation is 
more complex, with 
possibilities including ex- 
pansion of the pipeUne from 
Portland, Maine, to Quebec; 
a new tanker terminal near 
St, John, N. B., with a line to' 
Montreal; a similar super- 
tanker terminal on the lower 
from ~age 1
decision on which coast 
should get priority should be 
based on which part of 
Canada or nf the United 
Referendum 
St. Lawreace River; and a 
next  spring superport on Nova Scotia's 
Strait•of Cant, o, connecting 
barrels a day, depending on 
such factors as growing 
technology in recovering oil 
not now readily accessible. 
Questioned by Harry 
Rankin, counsel for the 
United Fishermen and 
Allied Workers Union, 
Matthews and Priddle said 
the northern oil sands are 
estimated to have a 
~ tential of 750 billion rrels--and given methods 
meeting cost and efficiency 
with the required 
technology if they were 
given enough incentives by 
the governments involved. 
Thompson announced that 
the o i l  ports inquiry 
hearings will con|inue 
through Friday in Van- 
couver, then adjourn for a 
week, to reopen Nov. 14 in 
Victoria. 
Today's session wil! 
continue with questioning of 
Matthews, who is the ad- 
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to Montreal, m o s lu kde m e r visor to Ottawa's oil supply 
The two also pointed out eliminate the need for any planning division; and 
By ALAN FREEMAN thatCanada's oilneeds over new coastal facility. Priddle, who is senior ad- 
QUEBEC (CP) - -  The the nekt lZ years may vary Raakin suggested that oil riser on petroleum 
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(PC--Northumberland- Acting Prime Minister --- 
Durham). Jean Chretien meantime 
Meanwhile, Solicitor- 
General Francis Fox said he / 
independence will not take 
place before the spring ot 
1979, ar i Quebecom 
Le r be  s - 
dicated Tuesday. 
the opening session of a 
le islature co i tee 
studying the government's 
white paper on referendum 
law t at the r f rendum 
"will certainly not take 
place before the end Df 
1978." 
vote will be held in the Provincial Police--pleaded 
spring of 1979, Burns later guilty to authorizing a raid 
told reporters that elections without warrant. They were 
are not usually held during given uncondit ional  urged Commons Speaker 
the winter, Dr during the 
summer (when people are will not allow a Quebec discharges. James Jerome to carry out • This case helped touch off an investigation into the 
Commons questions that led alleged bugging of Con- 
in July to creation of a royal servative MP Elmer 
commission to look into 
on holidays). 
Burns, also parliamen- 
tary reform minister and in 
charge of drawing up 
legislation on referendums, 
stud it now was defin;te the 
independence referendum 
would not be held ill 1978. 
Meanwhile, at the com- 
mittee hearings, the Quebec 
Bar Association joined 
opposition spokesmen il 
denouncing a government 
proposal to force all par. 
ticipunts in a referendum to
join special "yes" or "no" 
committees which would be 
exclusively permitted t, 
spend or raise funds. 
SEEK OTHER WAYS 
Its brief called for in. 
vestigation of~ther methods 
of controlling expenditures 
during •referendum cam. 
paign. 
inquiry into illegal RCMP 
activities te"go on a fishing 
expedition"and inquire into 
me day-to-day activities of 
the RCMP. 
The comment followed 
~mconfirmed reports that 
Fox would cut off co- 
)potation with the Quebec 
Jnquiry later this week. 
Broadbent urged 
~oUnitorGeneral Francis 
Fox to check his files to fred 
~vhether Allmand had 
.-eceived a letter sent by 
John Statues, then director- 
general of the RCMP ee- 
;,,.urity wing, Dec..19, 1972, 
lbout the raid on the left- 
,ring news agency. 
Fox said he would check. 
The government has said 
~t did not know the break-in 
~vas illegal until 1976, when 
~n RP.MP constable on trial 
RCMP activities. 
Since then, Fox had told 
the House of three other 
incidents: 
--The RCMP, without 
warrant, entered a Parti 
Quebecois office in Montreal 
Jan. 9,1973, and took, copied 
and returned computer 
tapes containing party 
membership lists and fi- 
nsncial information. 
--The RClVlP burned a 
renovated barn east of 
Montreal Island to forestall 
a meeting of left-wing 
gr°--u~IP~e force may have 
been involved in theft of 
dynamite from Ciment 
Independant Inc., an east- 
end Montreal plant. 
Antonovic.h. Carlson. Howe 
Whalers whomp Nordiques 
QUEBEC (CP) - -  First- 
period goals by Mike An- 
tonovlch, Jack Carlson and 
Gordie Howe started New 
England Whalers on their 
way to a 6-3 triumph oyez 
Quebec Nordiques in World 
Hockey Association play 
Tuesday night. 
Marty Howe, John 
McKonzie and Steve Carlson 
scored the other goals for 
the Whalers who moved into 
a one-point lead atop the 
eight-team league. 
Marc Tardif, Serge 
Bernier and Steve 
Sutherland scored for the 
Nurdiques who never ecov- 
ered from New England's 
quick start. 
Whalers' goaltender AI 
Smith turned aside 41 shots, 
including 18 in each of the 
first two periods. The 
Whalers tested Quebec's 
Richard Bredeur 28 times 
before 10,037 fans. 
The Whalers, battling 
with Winnipeg Jets for the 
top spot in the eight-team 
league, jumped into a quick 
2-0 lead with Antoaovich 
scoring his fourth of the 
year with 3:25 gone in the 
opening session and Jack 
Carlson getting his third 15 
seconds later. 
SCORED THIRD 
Gordie Howe then fired 
his third of the season with 
11:58 gone to give the 
Whalers a 3-0 bulge they 
carried into the middle 
session. 
Tardif's eventh goal with 
4:37gone in the second 
period put the Nordiques 
back into the game and 
Bernier scored on a power 
Five-goal period 
play at 11:10, just eight 
seconds after Marry Howe 
had been given a minor 
penalty by referee Bill 
Friday. 
Marry Howe put the 
Whalers ahead 4-2 at 14:15 
with Sutherland l~uiling the 
Nordiques to within a goal 94 
seconds later before 
McKenzie restored New 
England's two-goal lead 
with six seconds remaining. 
Steve Carlson, brought up 
as a replacement for the 
injured Tom Webster, added 
a shorthanded goal to 
complete New England's 
scoring inthe third veriod. 
Friday called eight of 12 
minors to the Whalers, a 
major to each team and 
misconducts in the third 
eriod to Sutherland and 
ary Lariviere of Quebec. 
Islanders rout Flames 
UNION'DALE, N.Y. (AP) Nystrom, J.P. Parise and 
-- Centre Bryan Trottier Jean Potvmgave New York 
scored four goals, two in a a 3-0 lead, Trottier stole the 
five-goal New York first show by netting his fourth 
period, and added an assist and fifth geals of the season 
as the Islanders extended in a span of 4:17. He took a 
their National Hockey pass from Clark Gillies, 
League unbeaten streak to broke dowmcenter ice and-- 
seven games with a 9-0 rout holding eff defenceman 
of Atlanta Flames on Richard Mulhern with his 
Tuesday night, left hand-- scored on a 15- 
foot shot with only his right 
After goals by Bob hand on.his stick. ' . : . ' .  
•/. • ," ,..,, •, 
Leafs trade 
Swedish lefLy 
TORONTO (CP) -- 
Toronto Make Leafs have 
traded Inge Hammarstrom, 
Swedish-born left-winger, to 
St. Louis Blues for right- 
winger Jerry Butler, the 
National Hockey League 
team announced Tuesday. 
We re giving up a scorer 
for a checker," said general 
manager Jim Gregory after 
making the deal. 
llammarstrom, 29, who 
played for the Swedish 
national team before 
coming to Toronto in 1973 
with defenceman BorJe 
SEEming, has scored 84 goals 
and ase]sted on 81 in a little 
more than four seasons. 
Buffer, 26-year-old native 
of Sarnis, Ont., broke into 
the NHL briefly with New 
York Rangers in 1972-73 and 
ayed twe seasons in New 
rk before being traded to 
St. Louis along with Ted 
Irvine and Bert Wilson for 
John Davidson and Bill Col- 
lins in 1978. 
He underwent surgery for 
a ruptured spleen in May, 
1974, and missed the start of 
the 1975-7(3 season with a 
broken fight foot. 
Buffer has scored 53 goals 
and assisted on 82 in his 
NHL career, including 17 
goals in each of the last two 
seasons .  
With 28 seconds left in the 
he converted Mike 
y's centring pass, as 
the Islanders cruised to 
their fourth victory with 
three ties in the last seven 
games. 
After Bossy made it 6-0 
with his sixth goal of the 
season at 2:30 of the second 
period, Trottier sneaked in 
front of the net and hanged 
;;~ hi.'s own rebound. 
Bossy had a goal and four 
assists and Gillies also had 
three assists, giving the line 
13 points for the game. 
The Islanders, who have 
won eight and tied eight of 
their last 17 games against 
Atlanta dating back to Dec. 
28, 1974, took the lead just 
1:49 after the opening 
faceoff when Nystrom 
rammed Gary Howatt's 
centring pass past Flames' 
gealtender Phil Myre. 
Parise skated in un- 
touched and beat Myre with 
a 20-foot backhander at8:10, 
and 46 seconds later, Potvin 
sent a 50-foot slap shot into 
the net off Myrefs arm. 
Lorne Henning closed out 
the scoring with 5:29 to play. 
Billy Smith and SwL=dish 
import Goran Hogosta 
shared th e 21-save shutout, 
MacKay's office because 
"there zs too much doubt in 
the air." 
Fox denied that the RCMP 
was involved in this, 
Broadbent asked why Fox 
waited more than two 
months to tell Quebec 
authorities of the arson and 
theft allegations against he 
RCMP. 
Fox informed a royal 
commission in July, then 
told Quebec anthodties in 
September. Fox did not 
explain the delay, saying 
-:here was no obstruction. 
Th, e Wizard of Id 
....... 
/ 
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To paraphrase the "Grass-is-Greener" 
adage, there are many Canadians who believe 
that air fares are cheaper on "the other side." 
The facts are that regular economy air fares 
in Canada are considerably lower than those 
of the European scheduled airlines within 
Europe. 
The comparisons hown in the box 
below demonstrate that this difference applies 
both on short and long distance flights. 
CANADA VS. EUROPE REGULAR FARES* 
Return Return Cost 
Mileage Fare per mile 
Route (miles) $Cdn. ¢Cdn. 
London-Paris 430 129. 300 
Sudbury-Toronto 422 88. 20.9 
Rome-London 1792 438. 24.4 
Windsor-Winnipeg t 720 194. 11.3 
Paris-Nice 862 200. 23.2 
Edmonton:Regina 858 124. 14.5 
• European fares are subJecI to currencylluctuations. 
i, 
HOW DO CANADA'S AIR FARES 
COMPARE WITH THOSE OF  THE 
UNITED STATES? 
Again, many Canadians believe that air 
fares in the United States are much cheaper 
than Canadian air/ares, However, a com- 
parison of regular economy fares, over 
routes of similar mileage, shows that U,S. 
fares are only fractionally more economical. 
A demonstration of this follows. 
CANADA VS. U.S. REGULAR FARES* 
Return Return Cost 
Mileage Fare per mile 
Route (miles) $ Cdn. ¢ Cdn. 
Denver-Phoenix 1024 ,139. 13.6 
Montreal-Halifax 1000 136. 13,6 
Washing}on- 
Grand Rapids 1026 124, 12.t 
Thunder Bay-Toronto 1130 146, 12,9 
Chicago-Phoenix 2874 274. 9.5 
Oltawa-Saskatoon 2954 294, t 0.0 
New York-San Francisco 5156 425, 8,2 
Fredericton-Vancouver 5270 464, 8,8 
*Amercen lares are subject Io currency fluctuations 
• : ".. Y:'::': i;:. ' . . 
THE COST OI ~ ~'U~J lqG AIRLINES: 
CANADA VS. UNITED STATES. 
How is it that the U.S. airlines are able to 
maintain these lower prices? There are many. 
reasons, not the least of which is fuel costs. 
In the U.S. jet fuel costs an average of 
43.4 cents per Imperial gallon. Here in 
Canada that same gallon costs an average of 
53.6 cents. In Canada, aircraft and spare 
parts cost more. Landing fees and terminal 
charges are more expensive. Another point, 
all Canadian airlines have to keep going 
while "Old Man Winter" tries to make things 
difficult. That means special winterized • 
equipment, de-icing of aircraft and you can 
imagine the heating bill for a hanger that's 
big enough to hold an aircraft for maintenance. 
'Every Canadian knows that winler is expensive. 
PROMOTIONAL FARES. 
Despite the many advantages that help 
give the U.S. airlines a marginal regular fare 
superiority, Canada's scheduled airlines still 
hold the edge, in many cases, with promo- 
tional fares. These fares, such as Charter 
Class Fares. do enable Canadians to fly some 
routes at rates even lower than those 
available to American travellers. 
CANADA VS. U.S. PROMOTIONAL FARES* 
Return Return Coat 
Mileage Fare per mile 
Route (miles) $ Cdn, ¢ Cdn, 
Denver:Phoenix 1024 11 t, 10.8 
Montreal-Halifax 1000 102. 10.2 
Washington- 
Grand Rapids 1026 99. 9,7 
Thunder Bay-Toronto 1130 95, 8 4 
Chicago-Phoenix 2874 206. 7 1 
Oltawa-Saskatoon 2954 178 6.O 
New'York- 2330,.Wcd.rh ) 4 5 
San Francisco 5156 255 ~ao,,r.) 5.0 
276 is.,s.,) 5.4 
Fredericton.Vancouver 5270 263. 5.0 
"American lares,Ire SublO¢l Io uummcy I[ucIiJ~tl,o11% 
While Canada's scheduled airlines pay 
substantially higher costs thah many of our 
competitors, the foregoing tables show that 
by international comparisons, Canadians still 
enjoy some of the lowest airfares in the wnrld. 
t CANAD. S LEADING SCHEDULED A IRL INES 
Air Canada • CP Air • Eastern Provincial Airways o Nordair Ltd. • Pacific Western Airlines ° Quebecair • Transair 
/ 
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